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flURSE TO DEFEND MEN
ACCUSED OF LYNCH-
ING.
• Sprizigfiaid. the Capital, Fanned to
High Rage and Dreadful Cons.-
.
quences Promised.
Springfield, Mo., Aug. io.—Threats
to lynch Gov. Folk and every mem.
ber of the grand jury which indicted
Hill Gooch and Doy.Gailbraith for
murder have seat Assistant Attorney
kieneral Kennish flying to Jefferson
City for a personal conference with
the governor.
Gooch and Gailbraith are the al-
leged leaders of the mob which
lynched thrcc negroes here on the
night of April 14 :ast.
Here is the threat, which hes set
al this part of Missouri on edge and
caused Attorney Kennish to hurry
post haste to the capita!: "If one of
those men who are on trial for 'negro
killing' is convicted there will be 3
rope hung to the light tower in the
square for every one of the members
of the grand jury that indicted them
end there'll be another one for Gov.
Folk."
Mr. Xennish left after a long con-
ference af ith Prosecution% Attornty
Patterson, Sheriff Horner and the
ether attorneys associated with Uat•
terson and Kennish in the mob cases
Twenty-live extra deputies have
teen sworn in to guard the the] pro-
ceedings and it was stated at the
sheriff's office today that as soon 33
Oleo actual work of getting a jury is
1 egun and the trial under way this
number of deputies wit' be increased
to probably a hundred.
Leading Citizens Raising Purse.
Several of the leading citizens and
business men of Springfield have on
foot a plan to raise a purse to retain
some eminent lawyer from out of the
city to aid the defense in the lynch-
ing capes which will be up next Mon-
day.
An effort is being made to secure
the services of James A. Reed. form-
er mayor of Kansas City, who was
two years ago a candidate for the
democratic nomination for governor
of MIssouri against Mr. Folk. Mr.
Reed is spending a 'vacation in Wis-
consin and his attitude has not been
learned. These same business men
ere negotiating for Judge W. N.
Evans of West Plain, chairman of the
democratic state committee.
Many of the best known men of
this city are backing this movement.
The idea of the men interested is to
bring in some lawyer from the out-
side to aid the defense—some man
who knows nothing about the people
r..nd cares nothing for local opinion.
who would go straight to the point
111. and feel hampered by no influence.
Swears in Special Deputies.
Sheriff Horner this afternoon swore
in ten special deputies for use dur-
ing the lynching trial and said that
he is prepared to swear in twenty-five
or thirty more tomorrow. It was an-
nounced by the sheriff that there
ould probably be ion special depu-
ties on doty by Mondey, when the
• hearing is resumed.
The iepufies sworn in tonight were
commissioned by order of the court.
Judge Lincdln ordered • Sheriff Hor-
ner to swear them in and authorized
the sheriff to procure others as they
are needed. The special officer* are
tieing sworn in to keep order in court
and guard the courthouse.
These precautions are taken, be-
cause of the threats of Violence, of
which there have been persistent
rumors. While, the county officers
do not believe there win he any
trouble. sti'l they are preparing for
any emergency.
Begins Selection Of Veniremen.
The task of selecting. too men for
-jury service from whom to choose a
Jury in the trial of. Gooch and Gail-
hrait Ii was_ begun today. T. E. A.
Gtointhan; a former sheriff, began the
testi of selecting too men for jury
,crvice. He must have them in court
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FINE BUILDING
TO BE ERECTED BY HENRY
KOLB ON NORTH THIRD
STREET
F. Be Occupied By Owner As Cold
Storage House—Other Interest-
ing Building Notes.
Architect 0. D. Schmidt has com-
pleted the plans for a fine business
house to be erected by Mr. Henry
Kolb, the well known meat dealer,
on the lot formerly occupied by the
Williamson Marble works, on north
Third street between Broadway and
Jefferson streets.
The proposed structure is to be
ao feet by 155 !feet, a basement and
three stones in heighth; the front is
to be of pressed brick trimmed with
stone and terra cotta. The building
is to be equipped with electric eleva-
tors and other modern improvements,
n d wi I cost over $12,000.
It is reported that Mr. Kolb will
occupy the building himself as a cold
storage house, although he has sev-
eral applications for the proposed
tijildin g.
Mr. Kolb has been one of the lead-
ing butchers on the Paducah market
'or years, having been associated with
his father. Louis F. Kolb who re-
tired from business several years ago
and was succeeded by . his sons
Henry and Chris. The building will
be quite an addition to the city. It
wilt occupy the space adioining tli
Hecht Clothing house and extend
back to within to feet of the alley-
way.
The contract will be let on each
character of work separately, and is
c\pected to be ready for occupancy
by the middle of November.
New Residence.
Conductor Sam Surgas of the N.,
C. & St. I... railway, has let the con-
tract for a ajoao residence which
-ill be erected on Harrahan's bou
vard between Jefferson and Monroe
streets, and it will be occupied by
the owner.
i The plans were drawn by Architect
I Schwidt and the contract let oa Con-
I
tractor Ingram who is now at work
on the dwelling.
Old Land Mark Gone.
Yesterday workmen began demol-
ishing the old Robinson house, the
frame dwelling on Fifth street be-
I teen The Palmer and The Ken-tucky, and will have it al' down andcarted away by tonight. It was one
of the oldest buildings in the city.
There was much speculation as to
what the hotel company intends to
do, but inquiry reveals the fact that
the company wishes to clear the
ground so that everything may be in
readiness to begin building the an-
nex to The Palmer next Spring.
should the company conclude to build
at that time.
The remodeling of The Palmer
which has been under way for two




The lodge of Elks has moved into
the new building on North Fifth
street and -now await the arrival of
the new furnishings. The members
expect to formally dedicate the build-
ing some time in October.
KILLED BY PULAJANES.
Americans Are Routed on the Island
• of Leyte, It. I.
Manila. Aug. to.—First Lieut.
John F. James and two privates of
the Eighth Infantry with Contract
Surgeon Calvin Snyder and internal
Revenue Collector Williams of Illi-
nois, were killed yesterday afternoon
in a hand-to-hand fight with a force
of Pulajanes at Julita, Island of
Leyte. The detachment, which con-
sisted of ten men, was great' y out-
numbered. but made a gallant fight.
The Pulajanes captured three postols,
four Krag Jorgensen rifles and three
hundred rounds of ammunition.
Marriage License.
Ben E. Albert, age 23, and Miss
Mary Magdaline McGlaughin, aged
^4- both of Paducah. were yesterday
aranted a marriage license by County
Clerk Smedley.
Saturday morning. Granthan was
appointed "elisor" after the defense
had succeeded in having Sheriff Hor-
ner and Coroner Matthews disquali-
fied from summoning the extra tales-
men.
CONGRESSMAN OLLIE JAMES
HAS 'EM r‘. TILL GUESSING
izi
rfir
Not Decide Until He Readies
Marion.
REPORTED TO HAVE LEF T LOUISVILLE YESTERDAY
MORNING BUT A MESSAGE TO THE REGISTER FROM
MARION LAST NIGHT SAID THE BIG CONGRESSMAN WAS
NOT IN THE CITY—THE HERALD ON THE SITUATION.
Information received by The Reg-
ister last night was to the effect
that Congressman 011ie James left
Louisville yesterday morning for his
home at Marion. The Register put
in a call for Mt. James 'at his home
and word came that he was not in
Marion, so it is apparent that the big
congressman is either lost, strayed
or stolen somewhere between Louis-
ville and Marion. Or perhaps so-
journing for a day or two at Dawson
Springs.
Many of the Paducah politicians
are sittinag around the wireless sta-
tions speculating as to Big 011ie's in-
tentions, and each one figures it out
to his own satisfaction Any who
have not dime so may read what ap•
neared in yesterday's Louisville
Herald -about 011ie and the govern-
orship,'which may help them to solve
nit problem. The Herald's report
follows:
James in Louisville.
Will Congressman 011ie Jame,
make the race for governor?
Many Democrats are waiting for
the answer.
Mr. James returned to Kentucky
last night. but he appears to be as
far from a decision as he was when
he left for oreign shores Politici-
ans hovered about him at The Seel-
bach until midnight trying to extract
some information, bnt all to no pur-
pose
What Mr James' dec:sion will be
is not known even by his cldsest
friends, they say. Doubtless he does
not know himself, for the different
tales that were poured into his ears
would confuse even aeon gressmary
On one hand he was advised not
to run. while on the other he was
told that he was losing the oppor-
tunity of his life if he did not make
the race. For once in his Fre the
big congressman was in a quandary
and %new what to do or say. To 3
reporter for The Herald he said that
he had not yet come to any decision
"Will you be a candidate for gov-
ernor. Mr. James?" was the direct
question put to him by the reporter.
Usable to Say Now.
"At this time I am unable to an-
swer that question," was.the reply.
"Think of it, will you. I am back on
Kentucky soil after an absence of
several months. and you 'Cannot ex-
pect me to be familiar with the situ-
ation. I have to sonsult In yfriens so
that I will know something of the
situation 'here."
"VVhen will you make known your
decision?"
"In the next day or two I hope."
lw replied.
"In that time you will decide
whether or not you will be a candid-
ate, will you not?"
"Just as soon as I have seen my
friends and talked over the situation
with them I will make known my
decision. I would like to teell you
now, hut T am not in a position to.
Since I have been abroad I have not
mien a Kentucky tresvspapeto 4 know
the Loitisvilie papers have a wide
circulation, but they are not on sale
in Paris or London. so I was unable
to keep posted' on the political situ-
ation at home."
"What effect will the split between
Gov Beckham and Percy Haly. on
the one side. and Judge Hager and
Judge Hinet, on the other, have on
your decision?"
Not Aware of a Split.
•"T was not aware that there was
a split." he replied, looking as inno-
cent as .a babe.
"Ts it true that while abroad you
received a cablegram from Pere,
gover-
nor?"
urging you to run for 
"Since I have been away I have
received letters and cablegrams from
a number of nify friends urging sic to
become a candidate. But as • I said
before I ammot in aiposition to cf4s-.
Cuss alit: matter now. Give me a
chance to see my friervds and I will
soon make known my rlee;,4on.
have not Me remotest id- as to
what has taken place since i went
abroad, and until I get in touch with
the situation I will not shave nothing
to say."
On his arrival here Mr. James was
met by Jesse Olive, of Marion, one
of his closest friends. Mr. Olive was
with him for some time, but wheth-
er he advised him to run or not to
run Mr. Olive would not say.
Later in the evening Mir. James
spent some time with Col. W. B.
Haldeman.
"Mr James is My personal friend,
you know, and I am very fond of
him," said Col. Haldeman. "and I
simply called to pay my respects and
to welcome him back home."
Col. liageman is known to be a
supporter of Judge Hager, and it is
James that he need not look for
practically certain that he told Mr.
James that he need not took for sup-
port from the Democratic organiz-
tion in Louisville. If MY. James has
any idea of becoming a candidate he
probably received little encourage-
ment from the Louisville editor.
There was a time, perhaps. when
Mr. James could have had the sup-
port of the Louisville organization.
hut that time is past. Two months
ago the Democratic leaders would
have welcomed hini as a candidate.
but he waited too long, and they are
now all pledged to Judge Hager.
No Beckham Men Near.
A peculiar thing in connection
withMollines' return from his tell)
across the seas is the fact that he
has not yet been seen by a single
friend of Gov. Becidham's. It was
thonght that Percy Hely, who is sek-
ing a candidate to oppose Judge Hag-
er, would meet him on his arrival
at Frankfort. but when the train
pulled into the depot at the capital
city Thomas Drewery was the only
politician in sight When Leoisville
was reached only a representative of
The Herald awaited Mr. James at the
depot.
Politics was something new to him
he said, and he would not discuss
it mita he had reached the hotel.
Even tera he had reached the hotel
Ire had little to say, and said that he
would much prefer not being inter-
viewed moil he had gotten acquaint-
ed wit% the situation.
One of Mr. James' closest friends
said last night that it was a "two
to one shot" that he would not be
a candidate.
"Wait until 011ie gets home and
you will hear from trim. The fact
that he will be loolleed upon. as the
Reckharn-Haly candidate will he too
much for him, and he will decide that
be can better serve his party by re-
maining in congress. 011ie is a wise
old fox, and will not be caught nap-
ping."
Praises for Bryan.
Mr. James has been abroad since
July 4. having sailed from New York
nn that day. He visited, England.
Ireland anf France, spending the
most of his time in London. He was
accompanied by Mrs. James. and
ahoy were much benefitfed by tin
trip. Mk. and Mrs. James spent two
weeks with William Jennings Bryan
and Mrs. Bryan.
Speaking of Mir. Bryan, Mr.
James said that the English have a
high regard for the Nebraskan states-
man.
"I heard him when he made his
speech at the Peace Conference," said
-Mr. James. "At that time he cap-
tivated an audience composed of the
representatives of thirty different na-
tions. The London papers went wilid
about (him and praised him in the
highest."
The City's Growth Shown.
The building operations out in that
part of the city known as the barn-
ban addition, . which is apart of the I
C., railroad hospital property. shows
the growth of the city. There are
fourteen houses in the course of coin
struction in the locality named now,
while it is known that at least six
other contracts are soon to be let.
Many of the ei t y's prettiest homes
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NURSES TELL WOULD-BE
AWFUL STORY SLAYERS KNOWN  1
CON:IT
—HOSFiTAL ti' n A
—77717
NEEDED AIRING.
The Testimony Sufficient to Show
That Officials Merit Much Cen-
sure and Criticism.
 /LA.
Louisville, Aug. to.—The first wit-
ness examined today was Dr. B. F.
Zimmerman, formerly of the city,
Hospital visiting staff.
Attorney Bruce asked him to tell
the facts about the wards of the City
Hospit/1 as he had observed them.
He said one fault was not isolat-
ing tuberculosis patients in order to
prevent the spread of the disease. He
said three patients had contracted
tuberculosis in the City Hospital be-
cause this precaution was not ob-
served. One, a white man, a victim
of the drug habit, was near a tuber-
culosis patient. He said this was a
menace, to the health of patients.
Louisville, Ang. to.—The inveati-
gation of the City Hospital which :s
now being conducted by tile board of
safety is absorbing the interest of
Louisville people. While it is too
early to drqtv conclusions as to the
state of affairs at the institution the
testimony so far has been sufficient
to indicate things were not what they
should have been in all respects.
Dr. Jouett Menefee, one of the in-
ternes who preferred the char ass and
the chief complainant was . the first
witness. Tie &scribed what he had
seen a1 the hospital, but as he had to
admit that much he set forth %%Pal
from hearsay, his evidence was not
as strong as had been expected. Dr.
August Schachner, who was expected
to be a strong witness for tha com-
plainants also fell short, for while he
criticized many things abcrht the in-
stitution isharpls&he said he thought
Superintendent gt did as well as
he could and that many of the
troubles are due to the old build-
ing.
The nurses who 'have been called,
however, have given strong- testi-
mony. Miss Bohannon. Miss Hagan.
Miss Offutt, Miss 'Hine and Miss
Caldwell were on the stand. They
testified that because of insufficient
clothing they were forced to take
clothing from the hampers to use on
patients, that there was grave danger
of infection through it and that some
of the clothing was maggotty. In
the female wards the patients frequ-
ently had to wrap tkerneelves in
blankets having nothing else. to wear.
One young girl with typhoid fever
lay in bed with absolutely nothing
on.
The-death of Pete Browning, the
famous ball player who died at the
City Hospital several months ago
was brought into the evidence. Mrs.
Samuel Browning. his sister-in-law,
said that she went to the hospital
shortly before Browning died. She
found him unconscious and gasping
With mouth open and ants and flies
crawling over his face. The evidence
promises to continue several days.
ARM SEVERELY CUT.
Young Woman Falls With Lamp and
Is Painfully Hurt.
Mary Short, a sister-in-:aw of
James Valoheas, a fruit merchant on
lower Broadway, was painfully and
uniquely injured last night.
Miss Short was carrying a lighted
lamp when she stumbled and fell.
The chimney broke and cut her left
arm just above the elbow. The
blood flowed freely and she suffered
great pain.
Dr. J. D. Robertson was called. He
dressed the wound. It required five
stitches to c'ose the cut. Miss Short
took deathly sick during the dressing
hut at a late hour this morning was
resting easy.
Purchase of Silver Will Be Resumed.
Washington, Aug to.—It was an-
nounced' yee.tterday at the treasury
department that the purchase of sil-
ver bullion for subsidiary coinage
would tie resumed. The purchases
will he made on each Wednesday,
beginning on the t5th inst. About
roo,000 ounces of silver will be re-
quired a week.
Injured in a Wreck.
?Port Wort!. Tex., Aug. to—Seven-
ty-five persons arc reported injured
l
in a wreck on the Ft. Worth & Den-
ver Railroad near Bowie Tex. The







TO THE GOVERNMENT OP
RUSSIA SAYS LATE
REPORTS.
Reason Just Given For Why he Em-
peror Dissolved the Late
Parliament.
St. lietersburg, Aug. to.—The at-
tempts on the lives of Vice-Admiral
Doubassa.)ff on May o and of Gen.
Nepluieff, commander of the Sebas-
topol fortress, on May 27 have been
traced to the "flying fighting organ-
ization" of the social revolutionists,
of which Savinkohl a member of thee
ccritral committee of the social revo-
lutionists, and Lieut. Kohischeirnik-
off, formerly of the Black Sea fleet,
were leaders, Savinkoff was arrested
on suspicion of complicity in the at-
tempt on Gen. Nepluieffs life, but ho-
escaped two days later.
Doubassoff's assailant, who was
killed by the explosion of his own
bomb, has been positively identified.
•A girl student MMIle. Mishtchenk0,
who was 'involved in the conspiracy,
had three of her fingers b•own off and
was otherwise terribly mutilated
%stifle loading a bomb. She is a
daughter of Gen. Mishtchenko of St.
Petersburg, a member of the Military
Council.
By Court-Martial.
About aoo of the Cronstadt muti-
neers be tried by court-martial.
The central prison bureau has sent
ut a circular warning tothe wardens
of penitentiaries to be on their guard
against a new revolutionary organiza-
tion formed to release political pris-
oners with the aid of sympathetic
keepers and guards.
Gov. Zinioveff of St. Petersburg
has instructed the subordinate
officials in the country to exp!ain to
the peasants that the Emperor dis-
solved Parliameg_ttot only because
the members vitiated time in making
inordinate demands like their insist-
ence on the granting of general
amesty, which would turn loose rob-
bers and murderers and their urging
the abolition of the death penalty
even for a destroyer of the sacred
person of the emperor. They had not
even presented a solution of the
agrarian question, the net resnit of
their Work being an appropriation
of $7,5oo.000 for famine relief, where
the government asked for $zgonoono.
Some Healthy Symptoms.
St. Petersburg, Aug. to.—The
healthiest symptoms of the situation
are the efforts now being node at
Moscow by the new party of pacific
iegeneration, ex-Octoberists, to se-
cure the active co-operation of the
moderate-minded Constitutional Dem-
ecrats and unite the progressive ele-
ments of society which do not be-
:ieve in a violent revolution and de-
feat the candidates of the extrer:',f3
ci all parties at the coming elections.
Should the negotiations be success-
ful, it 'is their intention to issue an
appeal to the country asking all Who
favor a peaceful solution of the poli-
tical, economical and ethnical
problems to sink individual differ-
ences, 'lilac and enamel the govern-
ment to realize the aspirations for
a constitutional regime and at the
same time save the country from a
violent revolution and anarchy. Later
:t is the intention to call a conven-
tion and begin an active electoral
campaign.
The first financial operation of the
government since the dissolution oi
Parliament is the monetization of the
interior loan of $ta.s00000 bearing .1.3
per cent, interest with a new issue
bearing 3.6 per cent. interest.
Strike at Moscow a Failure
Moscow, Aug. so--The strike is a
Mime and the workingmen are dim-
satisfied because of the hasty decisioll
of the political associations.
• _I
WOMEN BEATERS
CET JUSTICE IN HEAVY FINES
BEFORE JUDGE PUR-
YEAR.
Pathetic Scene at City Hall Was Two
Lads Awaiting Release of
Drunken Fathers.
Judge Pttryear continues to handle
with rough hands all wife beaters and
other abusers of females who come
before him. Yesterday he had two
**eh -eheraeteeie-inehie,--
he did to them, as the court
arits say, "was a plenty."
M. C. Dowell, on the charge .of
breach of the peace, was arraigned.
:n hearing the evidence Judge Pur-
year discovered that McDowell had
assaulted his wife and badly mis-
treated her. In his indignation over
McDowell's act the judge grabbed his
pen and with a flourish assessed and
wrote down a fine of $100 and costs.
' Andrew Boyd, colored, was stood
up for a like offense to that of Mc•
.Dowell, in that he mistreated a
female. Boyd for some fancied
wrong assaulted and disfigured the
face of Laura White, also colored, in
spite of her name. The evidence
showed this case was, a bad one also
and Judge Puryear promptly fixed
Boyd's assessment at Stoo and costs
and placed as additiona' "trimmenga-
a sentence of fifty days in jail.
The other cases before the judge
,were Edwin Brown, breach of the
peace, dismissed; Terry Malone,
cruelty to anitpals. continued; Matt
Miller: disorderly conduct, tined eto
end costs. •
A Pathetic Scene.
There was more than the usual
pathos in a scene at the city hall
yesterday forenoon. This scene was
made up by the presence in the office
of Chief of Police Collins of two
lads, aged twelve and nine years \vim
vvere awaiting the iclease from the
"coo Cr' below of their father Jacobi
teenian. with had been arrested foi-
drunkenness. Gotmait is a late addi-
tion to the city and is the blind man
"A stupid class of employers."
said W. S. Gifford‘ secretary of the
fedkerated charities of Baltimore
"have a way of testing the honesty
of new servants and clerks by leav-
ing money about. They don't real-
ize, so profound is their stupidity,
that they are putting great tempta•
tion in the way of their employes
by these tests. They can't possibly
understand that N\711•11 the employes
trip up it is their faille became they
were the ones who set out the stum-
bline block.
"Hence T am glad when one of
these narrow and (lured tester; gets
the worst of the test. My heart still
rejoices over a hnppenire that T
hearel yesterifay. liwyer
engaged a new office boy. To test Flight of Time.
his honesty he put 3 $20 note t:1.1(1.'7 "Myra. dear." celled the anxious
the electric fan on. h's ! !! mother from the heal of the stairs as the
the end protrude, and then clock in the ban struck the t: :dnight
out to lunch. On h , is return a . hoar, have you any Idea how la•e it is?"
of hot/re later the note wns "Yasemauin.a." aerweree Me dutiful
(laughter. who was Mum's. fair and 32;
"but We better late than never Georg,:i
't busy measurirg my Anzii. f.)e the
rlag."-Chicagri News.. •
wh.) has been pleying a banjo and at least S700000. If he 101 1lt ol •.ve•I! wit le't ezn t"
rinsting pathetic about th o city T''e stoekb-nlCiers of the Frst Nn- t71,,Te. 
Con fic.•er.ee Game.
'while asking f, 7 C11:'71:y. lie e'oe. a tion:11a'o.0-int much hot- 
Ti.y (,tti-toi-
d ve,n :t?' 
"I'vss seen a ypod many I i;30:,7 se.
ter "if  and the. stfick tlic banweakness for 1.111.-,r ;!!1(1 11.1(1 oice k The hoe snelee 
brie-hther-'tc,es Pidd tI estar 1,0;•••• - •f.:. "end
wore fallen by ;II and in ‘vonld . advance ilftcen or 
twent y 1‘ they Were all Leta."
spite of the ;ovoid :nice .ef his •little Pniols ehove 
it: prcsent high price." "Didn't they up all aske
a
01 NV re it. T11- ig're'..:ate face value of all
 the 
gie"tleman veto,. one of the otl., b.') tr,!er
I10 a loofa 
1-.:.01 ti be :,,t-,.• ,.9: :ho.- str......5 b.- the 
p -,1,icit-, oil the !,.r. r4 111...clow ,s
police. T:. , •!-; 0,1f..ci,',-, rel:•;:s.t.O. 700
.neo. and rs thLse m --e sectiSeil . . • •
G/4111:111 ;.ft.-:- ie. beearee :-.,hcr and l'Y il (' .1.-lar!.< f'r 
its Sle -1-...e.""(1:7`• et • - • • - '
his boys took him back to th - strces 
about Si5o,rson. the ii•vos:-.1- ,. rot's • t t ,, , --, s , e) -:
and tie was so ui ,,Ifiging, and plavinz ''''''''1:. nne 
for Atel 1., e annual ,?...,
111-i-, dir,rt,v. Tile led- in teee- 
peeenenis :amount t ahem e•.2.6(eo.
*mg sheet their .1:,th,r 5(i00itiet1 that 
- - - - ---.-- -
LIVING PICTURE SiTOW
he traveled nitich ab mit the country
ared often f..:1.1 to he taken up by tlie
po- ice for drinking. They admittcci
attend-
many poor wrecks of humanity in
the lowest depth i of slurndom who
have acknowledged to me unit bitter
tears of regret that they were there
through their own fault. i have
foun.1 men 'of education, men of con-
siderable talent, women who had
been brought up in the homes Nvhert.
they have 'had comfort and Christian
influence., and yet some vicious ten-
deney-almost --""i1Ways
strong drink-has dragged tht.nn
dhows.
+ + + + + + + + + + + f +
More Trapertimat.
Kentucky Fair Dates. 
-"A.b! Mrs. NewoomD," said the up-
+ 
plait Mrs. Subbed', "my many postal
4. +.1. + + duties have prevented me from calling
upon you as I should. However, I
will enrely return ?mar visit some
day-"
"Oh! that doesn't matter mach," re
pLid Mrs. Newcomb, promptly, "but
QUARRELS WITH
PRISON CATERER.
Harry Thaw Not Allowed Knife and
Fork-No Exception to
Rule.
New York, Aug. In.-Bemuse
a- knife •
with his meat sent. Harry K. Thaw
quarreled wtitt the prison caterer,
who had been furnishing him food.
Thaw's breakfast today consisted of
plain prison fare. He ordered his
luncheon from a near-by hotel. The
caterer said that Thaw insisted on
haying a knife and. fork, though
'knowing that it was against the pris-
on rules to furnish them to prison-
ers chaargedI with capital offenses.
He said that Thaw complained so
often to him that he determined to
serve him no longer. It is said that
when Thaw was first placed in the
Tombs Warden Flynn sng-gested he
order such food as could be enasily
eaten without the use of a knife and
fork, as no exception would•be made
in his case.
WORTH MORE WHEN DEAD
Bank Robbed by Frank Bigelow Has
Ee00000 Insurance on Him.
Frank G. Bigelow is worth more
dead than alive. Although he stole
$1.5oo.000 from, the First National
Bank. of which he was president, for
which he is now serving a ten-year
term at' Fort Leavenworth. not a
penny of the money remains. !Int
if he dies th,e bank he robbed will
get $700.000. say, a Milwaukee tele-
gram. A stockholder of the bank
explained the situation today as fol-
lows'. • nnarter occuoied
"Although he is a bankrupt awl Pale with rage and horr.7:-.
'S serving a sentence in prison, th•
life of F. G. Bigelow 'is today worth • here"
Kentaeley State Fair, Louisville-
September 17-22.
Harrodsburg, August 7-4 days.
Fern Creek, August 14-4 days. do wish you'd return the groceries
Vateelutm -August 1-5-4 days, you've borrowed from time to time."-
Columbia, August T5-4 days. Philadelphia Press.
Shepherdsviille, August 21-4 days.
Lawrenceburg. August 21-4 &vie
Springeelle. August re-4 days.
London, August 214-4 days.
Brodhead, Augmet 15-3 days.
Mt. Olivet, August 16-3 days.
Gstherie, August 213-3 days.
Nicholasville, August 28-3 days.
Shelbyville. Angus* A-4 days.
Florenve. August 29---4 days.
'Elizabethtown. Septeinber days.
Paris. 9eptember 4-5 days.
Bardstown. September 5-4 days.
Monticello, September 11-4 -dlaYs•
Glesglow. Septentber 12-4 days.
Sebree. September days.
Kartford. September 19-4 days.
Henderson. September 26-4 days.
Falmouth. Septte-mber 26-4 days
Pembroke. September 27-3 days. .
Owensboro, October 2-5 days.
Mayfield. October 3-days.
An Expansive Age.
Father (looking over the paper)-
More bad news. A hitherto unknown
frog pead has been discovered in Cen-
tral Arnica.
Mother-What is that to us?
Father-What is that to us! It
means that every ene of our eight chi].
dren will have te have a new and re-
vised edition a HIghprine's geoaTaphy.
• Pa's Lanenafre.
"01 nouns. Tommy," said the new





"Indeed? Wbat did he say about it"'
"Oh! he don't say anything about it.
He just sea it."--Philadelphia Press.
Serious.
Mrs. Bubble--Oh, lames, that young
De Gaul has eloped with our daughter!
Mr. Bubble-Well, let 'em go. Ha
can have her.
i
Mrs_ Bubble-They went In your au-
tomobile and-
Mr. Bubble-Great Scott! why tildn'
you say so at first? Telephone to the
pollee at onoe!-Cleveland Leader.
He Knew the &apes.
"Glad to welcome you into our little
family, Mr. Newcome," said Mrs. Starr'
em. "Our boarders almost invariable
get fat."
-Tee," replied the new boarder, who
was not, however, new to boardeng, "I've
rotkNed the samill thing in most boarding
housew Its cheaper than meat, isn't it..
ma s"-Philadelphia Press
he
' C C til r • • • 1. 
h.
Pies nt!ti Rve Bill.
.




"Yee .:t • "Ana. I.V.
sever sr-1 a : .st evt.n th
••• siie.test Le.
Thee leleeeantr it:
First . (:e ; secs
get (lea I un' he w.:i 'ret eeet
op.
&core! leeetree- -An' al:a: yeure
do?
When tlics rate in ••-es First F""Ipati-fth• 
I elereethi voice
a:so to many herdships 'in their lives. United Staten Will Try to Enlist was be
ing hotly disenssed many ef dstiars.r•*sereerneelmie:, let
Lost Her Clothing. 000 by Showing Sailor's Life the senato
rs had their rete•oles nr'nt- Calliesgo 
Sen.
glee her name, reported at the city 
in Cities. I ed in pamphlet form.
being one of the 'Alin did
A 'Mrs. Fannie Marshall. as sh:
hell yesterday the loss of her grip Uncle Sam hes embarked in the' 
Seentrir Spooner had gotten posses-
and clothing under rather odd cite show busines, and he gave his in
itial sion of one of the nrinted speeches
eumstances. according to her story. performance at the We
sshington and was. sitting in the senate clone.
She says she came down into the 
scanning a when Senator Till-
business part of' the city on a etreet 
rreee
a small and select audience, consist- rear entered.
e:1r from the city hospital, where she
ing of naval officers, their wives 'and "Hell. pen!" exclaimed the Wk-
had been staeeng for several days 
several hundred seamen, says a conein eenator. "I wonder you. never
and not feeling well when she got 
Washington telegram, told rue that you had your re- Pastoral.
The "show" is a bingraph exhibit. marks on the rate bill printed in beer
y Tad a !Itt:e iamb
off the car went into a nearby store .ing living pictures of scenes on board e 
•-; a ri.rrind escorts:en
and asked to be allowed to leave the 
pamphlet I happened to SVC one VA Mary orily sighed No.' sent
0111 for a while Her request being
American warships. The purpose of this morring and it contained some 'leonine ha wasn't Pali
. the government in, entering the the- of the best thing'shave vet seen 
-N. Y. Bun.
granted she says she rested a whi•e atrical business is to obtain 3.0oo sea- in any pamphlet on the sublect."
and then went out on the streets,. bet men to men the vessels of the navy. "I'm very proud vott think so." 
A GREAT pr.orsc- IN,
later wanting her grip, which con- These living pictures -show exactly said Mr. Tillman, with a self-satisfied
tamed all of her clothing, attempted what are the deities of a sailor, and, air: "and what were the tbititgs that
to find where she had left the articles, of course. present the bright side of pleased you so much?"
hut was unable to recall the place. a eeanvanie Hey "Why." replied Mee Spooner, "as
Dee-erth- Ne^1:3.
Fret rind-Anyti.ir.e )ou v ant dow n -
town to-env. my dear? Se.111 I order
some more af that self-rats g flour? .
Wife--We have elenty but I
wish you would stop a. en i acilleehee
mike and order me a Felt-rising sir,--
ri t g1P1.-N. Y. Weekly..
Last evening she reported the sec- LI After the exhibition those in charge
ond time her loss and said that a,- of the rehow left to make a tour of
thnugh she had made a close hunt the Great Lake ports on the Wolver-
for the grip she had been unable to, inc. Afterw-ard the- party will go
find its whereabouts. It is likely through Wisconsin and Minnesota
some one in the store to induce the Swedes living there 16
set the grip out of view and will re- enter the navy. • .
feell the fact if this item renchel the Since the launching of several new
eye. Mrs. Marshall desirer the finder battleships tthe navy has been in i
of her grip to send it to the city hall, bay way owing to the shortage of
where she will be able to recover it. seamen.
Her loss distresses her very much.
STENOGRAPHERS IN MUTINY,
POOR THROUGH VIM -
Young Women Resent Restriction af
Maud Ballington Booth Discusses a Privileges Due to Army Offi-
Class Who Cannot Cops With cers' Flirting.
Life. —
Three young women attached to
Maud Eallington Booth, the noted the United States army have mu-
Salvation Army worker, is to he the tined. The mutineers are etenngra-
geest of Superintendent W•hitaker of nhere at Goverpoes Island, and they
Cite Indiana Reformatory at Jeffer- have arisen in wrath to defy the of-
sonville next Sunday. says the Louis- ficers of the department of the east.
vile Times. Mrs. Booth who is. to ap- says a New York 
telegram.
pear at the tlenwood Chatiteuriaa These yjneng women. 
have been
no the afternoon of Aug. 12, says riding in the upper cabin of th
e fer-
that the poor classes of the slime ryboat General 
leaneock. with the
are of two types-those who. from offiCers, their wives and, the
ir &ugh-
inability, cannot cope with life and ters. Therein lies the came of 
the
those who are made poor through mutiny. Wives of the offi
cers, it ee
-vice. Speaking of the latter chase., said, objected to the sm
irks and,
she says: smiles cast by married offi
cers upon
"A very lar element of those the stenographers. wh
o are young
who cats be found in our great. cities and pretty. Comp
laints reached
in the lowest Quarter and amid the Colonel John E. Gre
er, and he or-
the most sqatrlid surroundings are tiered the typists to 
ride on the low-
undoubtedly there throtigh their own Cr deck of the Hanenc\w
ith the
vicious tendencies. Take such men mien and servants.
and women, give them work, pin Rebellion quickly f
ollowed the or-
them into clean and comfortable tiers. The. stenographers took 
one
anarveente supply all their needs rielle with the common 
passengers
send within a very few weeks they and did not like. it. They
 told Co!
#0,1101 he hark in their own old Greer so in emphatic 
terms, and in-
:mints, as dirty, as ragged and as
onverty-stricken as ever have
came into personal contact with
nas'sed by a nastry shoo this morn-
ing on my way down I saw a girl
come out with two cherry pies
wrapped in one of your works."
Natural Depravity.
Tiar Chroncile.)
Some mien-vast numbers rif men
--are, 50 deeply blinded and lost that
they hate those who seek to do them
good and to sr:ye them. Such a
spirit cannot he accounted for ex-
Celit-eifi-ffte - The-nree-rhar 11te-73111te
doctrine of man's natural depravity
is true. Almong other stlaternients
made by our Savior to his disciples
was this: "The time will come when
they that shall kill Telt will think
they do God service." So it is. Go
out to reprnve and to rebuke men
for their meanness, and with tears
and a heart'." desire to save them,
red they will in some cases turn
loom entt .to denonnee you and to
kill you.
dam teo lit la etee„,at in the rain with°,
his umbrella.
How he solves the problem.-Philadel
shims Press.
Not His Fault.
I 'did to Mils the rosy cheek,
kisnesth that charming bonnet
•od yet I fal,ed. I one touched
The fine tore.i •sson on It.
—Laic
Modern Convenience.
Little Girl (in chirch)-Why does so
many people put those little envelopes
Clao -. -- will risk no mere on UV contribution plate?
eartheinaks '.• Sin Francisco. Tee 41 Little Boy-Therr's to keep the peri-
ling purch-- thin white marble ales from makin' so much nolse.-N.
mars4orr of Stern. at RS Fifth F. Weekly.
avenue, New York. and will hecnme I
a permanent resident. The Pacific Stele.
sugar king will be right in the mil-
lionaire colony. his new pronerty all-
ioin4ng the residences of George T
Gould and the late Charles T.
Yel1(f5 Oppnsite on Sixty-eiiehth
street, is the Whitney maneion. Me.
Spreskles' mansion on Nob Hill
one of the finest in San Francisco-1
was haelily damaged in the recent
carthrmake and fire. • lie announced
sisteel that they were as good as the that he would not r
ebuild. hot not
officers' families, and demanded a rc- that
 he would abandon San Fran-
teen to their old privileges. cern ae hie 
titre.
Stubb-There goes Miss Flasher.
Says she is just back from Newport





Her-I'd never' ,a Ty
French or British duke.
Him--Good for ru.
Her-Not If I e tild








....of the rent. Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is t "Loutor" for tile dealer.
D. It BALDWIN & CO.
W. Ti MILLER, Agent.




a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay













" Saves 25 per sent. of the Operator's'
Time whisk it your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
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atraiglit liner. Her pitching is
Convict Labor Competition easy and graceful, and she postaties
Becomes Colloual Problem remarkable endurance.
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT FINDS THAT MAN
Y STATES
PROFIT BY IT, BUT THAT MANUFACTURERS AND FREE




seep convicts employed without re-
illaciiga feet ta toe la** bf
convict slavery is a question which
is commanding the serious thought
iof the department of commerce and
labor. Recent investigations show
that a number of legitimate and use-
lid industries are being hurt or de-
stroyed 'by. convict competition. This
Is notably true of the furniture, boot
"Itnd shoe and the broom-making in-
litasouri shows the largest pro-
duction of prison goods. Last year
•
Si
Its output was-1245;1,939. Illinois
comes second, Georgia third •and
Texas fourth: All are above the
$2,00cit000 mark. Between $1.000,000
and $2.000,0oo are Alabama, Indiana.
Kentucky, Mlaryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan. Minnesota. New York,
Ohio, Tennessee, Virginia and Wis-
consin.
The United States, government has ' Firms making wood-bound coop-
ino .authoritylo interfere in the prob- I ewe. tubs, lard pails, etc., for the
lems of labor, and is not presuming great packing-houses have had to
-to do more than to gather facts and abandon rhis line to the prisons. Alsot
lay them before the people in a thor- monopolosized by the convicts are
ough and unprejudiced way. This the making of saddle trees, black-
11U been done by Labor Commis- snake whips, whip lashes and quirts.
sinner Neill, who. with Mr. Reyn- Commissioner Neill is convinced
old, made a report onthe Chicago that the convict does not work as
packinja-bonsea. The report is ex- well aa the free laborer. The work
'fleeted to lead to a movement in the I done last year by 51,172 iconvicts
varint,s states to have the laws could have been done as well by
changed so that the convicts may be ' 32Aor free laborers, he estimates.
pin to work building good roads.1 It is admitted by all who have
Nobody wants to build roads, and . studied this subject that convicts
convict labor would not come into I must have employment of some kind'.
competition with free labor More- :In one or two states where union
over, there is nothing which the. labor influence abolished convict la-
United States now needs more than • bor. idleness in the prisons caused
good roads. I the death rate to mount at once.
The income from convict labor while the number of insane was
in many states materially reduces the !very greatly increased and the men-
taxes The introduction of improved : tal condition of the convicts became
machinery has made the prison corn- intolerable. The experimental legis-
pet'tion the more severe. !Winn had to be repealed immediate-
Some states use their convicts to i ly. The question is, how to employ
make binder twine on the theory 1 tie convicts so that their labor may
that the product is made cheaper for I be productive and yet not deatruc-
-the farmer, and no one ill hurt but tive to legitimate free industires
the cordage trust. The tote of the convict, in making
Effect Disastrous. roads seems to be one good solution
Ceiremisaianer Neill says: "Re- of the difficulty.
POPULATION OF
CANAL ZONE
Contains Between 22 000 and 28,000
People-Blacks Far Outnumber
Whites in All the Settle-
ments.
Washington, Aug. to.-According
to a census just taken by the health
department of the isthmian canal
zone, the population of the zinc is
22,137 As the inhabitants of the
zone are constantly moving, it was
impossible to enumerate all of them.
and it is estimated that the numbea
missed is probably about 5,000, bring-
ing the total up to 27,137. In addi-
lion to this, the officials point out
there should be a Merel allowance,
probably to per cent, made for per-
sons who live just outside the zone,
but who are employes of the corn
• mission and to all purposes are resi-
dents o fthe strip controlled by the
4 United States. This allowance would
bring the total up to almost 30,000.
A census report allowed the popu-
lation of tbe city of Panama was 22,-
54'7. A census taken Oct. 2!. igos.
showed a. population of 2o,3R3. Of
-the adult's in the city of Panama
reached by enumerators in the last
cenaust, 7.049 were men, as against
6.410 women. Of the minors 4,016
'were males anal 5.072 female's. In the
-city of Panama 15.111 of the inhabi-
tants are natives of the Panama re-
public Among the other no--
'ties, among the Inabitants in that
8city, Jamaica ran*, second. with
1.877; Spain has rage West Indies,
'except Jamaica and Porto Rico, 1.250:
0. United States. 301; Columbia, R69;
China, 70R; Italy, 245.
Bieck& outnumber the whites in_ _all_
the settlements. on the canal zone.
At Culebra there are 677 whites, 3966
blacks and t5R yellow persons, giv-
ing the town a priPtilation of 4,801.
and showing it to he far the largest
town on the zone. The census of
Colon and Cristobal showed the ac-
tiral population of the two cities to
be 12.775. The census taken in April
of this year shows that the total
number of white American's on the
'entire isthmus of Panama Was a,a _264-
According to the latest census -the
entire population of the canal zone
sand of the cities of Panama, Colon
and Cristobal, which are at the ends
of the canal and a part of the canal
rone to all purposes.. although they
are under the Panama government.
Is 57459
Stens Toward the Russian Revolution
Alevanderli emancipates 23,000.000
serfs irt 1861.
11/4-"trier vinly netition for renre-
aao•-•ive anvernirent; tR6r and tR6e.
'Reactionary policy of centraliza-
tion, religious Intolerance and tyrati-
viewiag the general question of con-
vict labor, it may be said that ,manu-
facturart consider such, competition
unfair, ruinous, demoralizing to mar-
kets and 'business stability, compell-
ing the reduction of prices below a
fair margin of profit and often even
below the cost of production. Wages
are forced to the lowest limit in a
vain effort to lower the cost of pro-
duction to that of the prison con-
tractor. In some eases a dt-teriora-
t:oa of quaiity rest Is zind iii otheis
an entire abandonment to the prison
shops'of certain grades of goods.
"In the boot and ihoe industry t e
testimony of manufacturers is that
the low cost of production of prison
made goods drives the employer of
free labor out of the market or forces
on him a reduction in the regular
prices of many lines of goods."
Monopolized by Prisons.
fly developed after Polish revolt'.
:863-64.
Nihilistic revolutionaary plots and
murderous atteMpts on the life of the
crier and high officials; 1877-1882.
Emperor Alexander murdered by
revolutionists; '1:.;:.
Revolutionary piots. outbreaks and
murders; 1895 and 18.87.
'Nihilist outrages, student riots,
Jews persecuted; 189o.
Finland Rustsianized and despoiled
of liberties; 1899 to 1904.
Student demonstrations of revolu-
tionary nature; 1899-1901.
Bloody agrarian outbreaks and in-
dustrial strike's and riots in towns;
1902.
'Minister of Interior Sipiagin mur-
dered; 1902.
Revolutionary demonstrations in
many leading cities; 1902.
Famine and industrial distress
breed discontent and desperation;
I901-i.
'Disastrous war with Japan imder-
mines imperial prestige and aug-
ments unrest: 1904.
Governor General Robrikoff. Fin-
land, and Minister of the Interiir
Von Plehve murdered: 1904.
7.ensstvos meet in St. Petersburg.
favored by Prince Sviatopolk-Mirsky;
November, 1904.
;Riotous strikes follow mutinous
denionsteations by reaervists called
into service; November, 1904 and
January, 1905.
Czar by ukase granted many re-
forms demanded by Zemstpos; De-
cember. opos
Demands from all sides for elective
legislative assembly; beginning De-
cember.
Troops fired on work men who
marched to winter palace for the pur-
pose of presenting petitions to the
czar; 2,000 killed; January 22. 1005.
Seriotts riots and strikes through-
oat Russia anal Poland; January..
1905, to the present ttrnt.
'Czar  by ttliase wattle.4 religious
freedom: April. tgoos.
Czar announced calling of legisla-
tive assembly: August to. 1005-
^ManiFeSto direolling elections for
regisl•ative assembly ipsued; October
31. 1905.
Dotuna assembled.; May to. roei6.
'Manua dissolved; July 23. rood.--
Evening Wisconsin.
Miss Carrie Moyer of Macungie
Pa., is rated by her acquaintances as
the best girl baseball pitcher in the
conntry. She is a graduate of a nor-
mal hoot Her style of pitching is
a puzzling proposittfin. In a recent
game in Bethlehem she struck out
five men. 'Apparently she pitches a
slow ball, but lit is so elusive that
tnot one in three is able to 'find it
when it reaches, the plate. As one
of the retired batters said: "Just
when you ,have about measured the
distance where you are going to land
that ball it is safe in the hands of
the catchier" She givea to her ball
GRAFT CHARGED IN
HAMMOND CONTRACT.
Bids for Mammoth Sewer Will Lead
to Suit in Court.
Hammond, Ind., Aug. to-Charges
of graft are made by contractors in
West Hammond over the awarding ot
the contra& for the construction of a
sewer lo-Lavin.e ,Brothers
of Hammond for $103,000. .James
Healey, a Chicago contractor, put in
a bid for $99,coo.
Peter Mak, village president, fav-
ortd Healey, whom one faction of the
vilage board accuses of accepting
"graft" from Healey. They voted for
Lavine Brothers, who got the con-
' lic»ley's friends now
charge that the village board got
graft from Lavine Brothers. The
go lanai actor -cleelai es he--
enjoin letting the contract in the
county courts.
de table an' Ah jes' hah ter cook,
den Ah' for bits."
Kicker-I wonder why Diplo-
maticus was so unpopular with' the
Czar?
Bocker-Well, he had a breezy way
of referring to Russian cotirt func-
tions as blowouts.
"Is Speedman a good chauffeur?"
"Good? 5:7! he caught a man yes
terday that every imotorist in the city
has had a try at and missed."
"What is a practical joke?"
"One that you can sell for a dollar
anti-Isuy bread With -it." 
Tomdickes-Did you ever see Miss
Ilumpleigh in her new bathing suit?
Harry-No; but I've seen most of
I'd' stickerring out of i."
SLAYS WIFE IN ANGER,
CONFESSES A FARMER
Iowa Man, Confronted With Evi-
dence, Admits Crime.
Cedar Rapids, Ia., Aug To-Unable
to face the I,inn county officials whO
bombarded him with pointed ques-
tions, Wesley Shaffer, a well-to-do
flaamre 'broke down andl signed a
confession that on Monday night
last he murdered his wife by choking
her and beating her with a hammer.
lOonclay night Shaffer reported to
his daughter that her motther 'had
fallen down stairs The daughter
rushed to the room where she found
her mother dead.
Notwithstanding the strong circum-
stantial evidence against him Shaffer
denied his guilt until today when the
evidence was recited to him and he
made a clean breast of the whole af-
fair. Shaffer says he committed the
deed in a fit of anger.
HIS SHRIEKS APPALL;
FALLS 17 STORIES
Elevator Conductor in Cincinnati
Meets a Terrible Death.
Cincinnati. Aug. to-The occu-
pants of the offices in the eighteen-
story First National Bank Building.
Fourth and Vilalnut streets, were
startled this afternoon by most agon-
izing shrieks.
They were made by Edward West-
er lund, an elevator conductor, as he
shot down the shaft from the sev-
enteenth floor and was crushed to
death on the concrette floor of the
basement. The man was at work
when a cab in an adjoining shaft
caused him to lose his balance and
pitch downward. As if realizing his
fate, he shrieked with terror.
OIL KING MUST PAY
MINNEAPOLIS TAXES
Rockefeller Company Assessed on
Property Valued at $341,50o•
Minneapolis. Minn.. Aug. to.-J. D
Rockefeller must pay his proportion
of the taxes of the City of Minneap-
olis according to the action of the
city board of Equalization.
City Assessor C. J. Minor levied an
assessment against Mr. Rocieefellerer
company on a valuation of $84a5000.
Counsel for the oil magnate appeared
before - the board and, said the com-
pany could not be assessed for cred-
its irr Minneapolia. because it was a
foreign corporation.
The board thinks differently. how-
ever, and its action in leaving an as-
sessment on nearly a million dollars'
worth of credits places Mr. Rociae-
feller at the head of the list of citi-
zens of this city, so far as the size
of the tax isconcernect.
JUST FROM JUDGE.
"What wages do you expect?"
a' ked Mb's Randolph of Aunt
'Phronie, who had come to hire at
cook.
"Well. Ah tell yo'. Ef Ah cooks
:a' waits on de table, too, Ah 'spects
two dol'ars ebery week Ah lives:
boot ef yn' all has "family reach" at
Howard' Goulti was praising the
London cab 'service. "What is more
convenient and delightful." l-e gaid
"than the English systerri. whereby
you get a 'hansom anywhere by hold-
ing up your finger  and are whisked
smoothly at the fastest trot, north,
south, east or west, for a shilling
or two. But the London hansom
goes more slowly if you take it by
the hour. Sometimes the driver will
tell you frankly that this cheaper
rate only entitles you to 'walkin'
price.' If he doesn't tell you you
soon find it out for yourself.
"And hence arose a story that Ow-
en Seaman told at a Punch dinner.
It was a story about runaways. A
policeman who had stopped a run-
away dray horse was highly praised.
%obeli a gentleman said with a sneer:
'Oh, the fellow did nothing to boast
of. I have stopped a dozen runaway
cab end 'hansom horses myself.
'Really?' said the others. 'What
method do you employ?'
"'I simply stand on the edge of
the sidewalk and as the horse tears
by I shout: 'By the hour.' 'mine-
mediately the animal's mad gallop
changes to a crawl.'"
Among the curiosities of church
arehitectitre in America may be men-
tioned the fact that in Santa Rosa,
Cal.. is a church with a seating ca-
pacity of 200, which is built entire-
ly of timber sawed out of a single red-
wood tree.
E xcursioll:
111. Louis and Teenessee /Over Ps
it eompany-ske cheapest and boa
siscursion oat of Padecah
$8.00 For the Rend Trip teTillituu river & Moo
It is a trip of pleasure, control'
and rest; good service, good tab'
good rooms, etc. Boata leave coclt
Wedniedury and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jai
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lOONEY LOAIIIIID OW ALL vaLuancala
AT 1.01111111T 11,111111111110T.
SPIIK:11AL DatIRGAIll• iia Wags I's IlliallOWOW-11, eisa aa
epees's, Tea flow, ate. lik11111AII/8In 1111.11 anode Minh
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Anyone felling to.sseelase tick paper
regularly should report the matter to




We are authorized to announce
D. A. CROSS
as a candidate for the Alice of City
Judge of Paducah: subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
so.
. Saturday Morning August xi, 19°6
There is a local political sensation
brewing.
Business 'Graft.
One often 'hears about what the
"'business" men want as though all
of the intelligence, sagacity and bus-
iness shrewdness is confined to that
c_lass, or that they have the welfarei
of a 'city store -atlicart than the rest
of the community. Such talk is all,
rot and pure buncombe. The average
business man is afraid to open his
mouth on many subjects for fear he
tray lose a dotter or two in trade, and
what is really moral cowardice they
term conservatism. As to honesty
they possess no snore of that virtue
than any other set of men. They
cater to the dollar as quickly as any
other man The man *ho works for
$15 a week, provide for a family, edit-
catesi his children and buys a little
home is just as good a financier a;
the man who stays in a bank.
The merchant who spends his day'
and night in figuring out his busi-
nese problems is not as well quali-
fied to pass upon questions that nev-
er cross his mind as is the man
whose mind is free from thee cares
and annoyances of business.
We do not aim to discredit what
is caned business men of a com-
munity for there are some of them
good, some bad and some indifferent;
in their particalar lines, they are bet-
ter posted -thaw others. But we do*
see failures, just as many grafters are,
just 'a, Much difference of opinion
among the business men as there are
among men not so classed. The
weak point with the average busi-
ness man in the days of competi-
tion is that he confines hie thought
largely to his 'business.
Mils& his judgment- or opinions
are of considerable value, they are
no snore so than those of any other
intelligent man.
In the matter of graft or the in-
dulgence in questionable methods the
following article from The Public
may serve to refresh the minds -4
our readers, -end do emphasize the
p ,;.11 we esire to make.
That journal says:
The continued exposure of busi-
ness graft is appalling. During the
last few years a etruival of corrup-
tion seems to have reigned in busi-
ness circles and to have been con-
doned by husinese men. The life in-
"trance companies have been proved
to have been rotten through and
through. The .Standard __ Oil _C9%7
piny, always under suspicion, is get-
ting into the pillory. No* comes
the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
an old and hardened offender; all
along the line of nfficisls it is proving
to be a mass of internal coronation.
And then there are tise Chicago pack-
ers who are poisoning the - whole
country with foul food. When Upton
Sinclair's _"Jungle" made this ex-
posure, PreSidera Roosevelt ordered
an investigation. The circumstances
were such a to show his expectation
of crushing Sinclair as a proved
"truck raker." But the investigation
turned out otherwise and Mr. Roose-
velt has suppressed the report for
weeks. This lie had no right to do,
and as the facts are leaking out he
is not likely to be able to do it much
longer. So amazing have these ex-
postwee been that the old "shiblio-
let11" of "hoisiness man" is losing its
power to charm. Yet there are basi-
ttess men :till woho imagine that the
hosiness man the business man's
elniag and associstioni continue to
coat/land unquestanning public con-
fidence, and that the hare sign of
"business" approval or disapproval is
as potent as ever. The underwriters'
association of Chicago is an instance.
When Mayor Dunne dismissed the
fire department chief this week that
badly rushed to the dismissed ebier•
aid, autocratically in the name of
"business" demanding his retention.
And this although the chief had been
dismissed for cooking specifications
for the purchase of engines so as to
make it irnipossible for mix competi-
tor of the trust to bid. The ramfica-_
tions of business-graft have been- so
various, and some of them so unex-
pected that the piecaliar friendliness
of the Chicago underwriters to this
particular fireman. is spite of the
well-founded reasons for his dismis-
sal, is under the circumstances "-a
curious fact. They may be acting in
the best oi good faith. This may
possible be tree of all of them. But
something more than the "business"
stamp is necessary to inspire confi-
dence in "biteinesi" recommenda-
tions et this time of business densor-
aliaation. Until business nsen take a
bath. not an iron-unity bath bin a
morally cleansinv bath, they must ex-
nect as a riles to he under suspicion
It 4s hilt fair, however. to say-of the
,bitsiness elrat there' are not
the cnnle evidences of the existenee
of this wretched coo-notion in com-
petitive lines of :business as in the
rsononolv lines Tt seesns to be the
ennrr.,,̂ 4 havinn nriv-
Peres that venerate all this Mass of
bnsiness torruption.
The Only Sae Method.
Two daYs ago we pointed out the
fact (ha' lank wrecking is soon com-
mon in this country:and the protec-
tion afforded by the system of of-
ficial examinations so poor that it
rests largely with the individual de-
positor to protect himself from loss
by depositing his money with banks
whose officers devote their time and
attention strictly to the bank's bus-
iness. We v.•-rned all against the
men in chage of banks who speculate
in many outside venture. and we
find in the Chicago Examiner of yes-
terday an editorial along the same
identical lines. That paper says:
"There is a lot of foolish talk go-
ing on now about the general satety
of banks. The banks of Chicago are
all rig'ht, but when a father and a
son and a son-in-law and anotthe(
son-in-haw get together and go to
running a bank it is so much of a
family affair that it is dangerous.
"That bank is a safe bank whose
president does nothing but a bank-
ing business, and whose cashier does
nothing but a banking business.
"A bank that is a bank and nothing
but a bank seldom tails, bin if a bank
has areal estate department and an
insurance and forty-eleven other dif-
ferent sorts of departments, it is
easier to yob that bank than it :s
to rob one whit-ar only has one sys-
tem of accounts.
"StenSland could in the name of his
real estate department borrow money
from his bank and then in the name
of his safety deposit vaults he might
borrow more money from his bank.
'John R. Walsh's bank went to
pieces because John R. Walsh was
a paitician, was a grafttr, ran a
people, built railroads, was a stock-
holder in a surety company, owned a
savings bank, owned a trust company,
owned a race track, owned a news
company and owned a book publish-
ing company:
•“The result was that "Walsh kitted
from one company to another and
finally to 'help some nf Phis subsidiary
companies out robbed his own bank.
"People often' wonder why the
Jews are great bankers. The Jew is
a good banker became When he c 2
hanker he is a banker only, he is not
a trader on the stock exchange. he is
not a real estate dealer and he is
not a gambler in mines. 'He is just
a banker and only a banker. lie is
not consumed. with an idea of getting
rich quirk . -hut he is patent because
'he sees the legitimate profits front
his business NS ill make him, comforts-
bel in his old age.
"Stensland. Walsh and men of their





your money in a, bank
a bank and you are not
it.
The Chicago Bank Failure.
(Louisville Courier-Journal.)
The scenes and incidents connect-
-Fa—Win the cloe--ng of- die -1131was-11
kee Avenue Bank in Chicago again
remind' us of the widespread misery
that attends such, failures. The
dropping dead' of one depositor and
the suicide of another were features
not always present on such Circa -
sionto. though not anusual, but the
excitement and depression of more
than twenty thousand creditors are,
except as to the number, incidents
of nearly all cases in which banks
close their doors.
John Q. Visser, who fell dead, sold
a hong(' a year ago and put the
-money in the bank. He was also
treasurer of a fraternal order and had
some of its money there. He was
O n the point of removing to Seattle,
and., of course, the failure affected
him very 'seriously. The man who
killed himself is said to have h'ad
good prospects outside of What he
had on deposit. hut the excitement
of the hank Aniline ie thought to
have affected his mind"...
'The hank that chased its doors had
more than twenty thousand depdai-
tora, and' most of them were people
in very moderate circiers,tances. In
the crowd. about the bank, after the
I closing, was a washwoman whohad saved up $iso by three years of
hard work and grinding economy.
It is not much., of course, but she
regarded it as "a let of money,"
which it was to her. Another worn-
an had been working in the tailoring
business and in ten years had' saved
$84o- and put it in the bank. She
was out of employment, and had not
a cent, so she came to the bank to
dravr--1 Stwalt am and You it
closed. A middle-aged woman said
she had been working since she was
ten years old, had saved $1.soo and
put it in the bank. A working man.
sixty-fire years old, had $7oo in the
bank, whiels vaas all that he had
saved in a lifetime. A scrubwoman
had, been depositing her savings for
ten years, and had $400 in the bank.
These are but specimens. All
thought that their mon" was gone.
-This me turn otit -ter be bad
view of the situation, hot at any rats
they are deprived of the present use
of their money and some of them
badly needed a part Of it at the
time of the failure.
The extent of the disaster is not
'known. but the president and cashier
were both fugitives before the bank
closed, and the former admitted that
there was something wrong. Bogus
notes have been- found and various
other irregularities discovered., with
probably much more to come to
light. The cashiey is ad/lined to
have been a "high roller," and even
the safety deposit vaults are said to
have been robbed. Large. sums of
ironer are believed to have 'been
taken away. The Officers of the bank
are charged with 'loaning heavily to
themselves, and various other shady
transactions are sinpected. Hence it
is not easy in advance of a thorough
investigation to determine what the
nominal assets will turn out to he
worth.
The wreck of a great bank neces-
sarily involves many comparatively
poor people. The ncniou that hanks
are sustained mainly by- rich people
is quite erroneous. Most banks have.
inAeed, come large depositors, whose
balances greatly increase the totals
of. deposits. but they have a mush
larger number of small deonsitors,
many of whom have their entire
savings. intended for ttee in makinn
purchases or in providing for their
old age. The heavy depositors are
often employers of "labor, and if they
are ruined by the crash many poor
people are thrown out of cm-ploy-
No duty can be more imperative
than to take the hest possible care
of the money deposited in financi.al
inatitution by thousands of people
whose prosperity. and whose lives
also, in some instances, depend upon
the conscientious aadministration of





happens that those who
posal of these fends
of sense of their respon
money beloeig.'ng to nth
itiv-• them as their own, and. freely
'risked in all sorts of speculation.
Wfhere a crash c ones thousands are
ruiner?. the funds of a life of labor
'destroyed, and misary diffused
throughout a large community
There are hopes that the Milwan-
kee Avenue Rank failure will not
turn out so bad as hue been antici-
pated. Rut it seems to he admitted
that the bank will not reonen and
there is almost a certainty that great
losses will he experienced,
"Ecclesiastical Politicians."
(Paris. Tenn.. Post 1
The elections of Jritene. indervend•
ent candidate for sheriff of Davidson
county. over cartwright- the regu-
lar Democratic nominee. ehows what
members of the party can do where
moral questions are at stake The
immoral element succeeded in mak-
ing Ca-rtwright the regular Demo-
cratic nominee and with the party
lash undertook to force hint down
the throats of the moral. religion:
element. Notwithstandinv they had
ssoseeett.- -ot•
made a vigorous fight and won. l't
is a good object lesson for that class
who scoff at "Ecclesiastical politi-
cians."
The Great Publicity Movement.
(The Crusader.)
Just as war, if it must be war, is
made shorter and more humane -to
both sides by striking hard and fast.
so will reform and its -consequent
exposures and overt- ows be made
easier on the persons or criminals
exposed by administering swift and
open attacks. Besides, such a course
will surely give victory to the law.
enforcers. The easiets place to whip
Ace of any wort is out in the open.
Let no battle in this great moral con-
flict he fs.--114 anywhere else. Do
not soon, the enemy to choose
single 'battle ronnind. because 'he will
dosage the onsn. By fighting in the
light you heep him where he can't
survive, and you likewise keep your-
self protected. which is inOst
portant. Remember this. s Who
doubts that the grafter and boodles
can be destroyed' by /mauling them
out in the open? Who doubts the
certain suppression of gambling by
holding up to the public gaze. not
the poor ignorant negro c tOS shoot-
er. but the big lasy white fellow who
runs "the room" and the ,wealthy
landlord and hypocrite who owns the
lwilding Who doubts that bribery
nn4 stealing elections can be stopped
by turning siseithe..„ glare of publicity,
not alongt!Itsethe poor fellow who
sells his vote, but especially on the
big candidate and boss and worker
who puts up and handles the money?
And who doubts that every offrcial
in a town will rigidly enforce all
laws and wink at none if a publicity
movement is inaugurated in the com-
munity and one or two scorched a
little? If every newspaper in Chris-
tendom were as loyal to the public
and the cause of right in publically
condemning grafters and' gamblers
and other vices as they  are to their
piffles -Thy publicly denouncing—by
name—the bolters, then these evils SPEEDILY CURED BYthat are debauching our young Amer-
icans and undermining our free in-
stitutions would be throttled in less
than thirty days. If the power of the
press is to be maintained, such action
must be positive and forthcoming.
Where there is "muck to rake" it
must, be "raked." Influence for good
is best extended to the masses by
first straightening out the classes.
ovare- die big fellows first atid—
the little ones will soon renovate
themselves.. It is unmany to prcise-
cute and( convict the petty drunkard
and allow the crime-breeding saloon '
and. distillery to remain unnoticed. It
is wicked to prosecute the petty thief
who steals bread and meat for, per-
haps, his starving family and allow
the rich embezzling banker who rob7
hundreds of famililes and poor wid-
ows to go scot free. And it is cow-
ardly to prosecute and heavly fine the
lowly gambler andl allow the infa-
mous and notorious gambling rooms
and race track betting tailed,: and
their owners to run unmolested.. The
people and the press are now right-
ing these wrongs. They are doing it
with the la wand publicity in a fash-





Screamed with Pain — Suffering
Nearly Broke Parent's Heart—
Twelve Years of Misery—Doctor
Called Case Incurable— Hel^ed
from First, and
Paying Off an Old Score.
(Atlanta Journal.)
American might consider that Cie
London Punch in making fun of
Princess Alice is only paying off old
score-c. When the prisce of Wale'
was in this country a Chicago news-
boy yelled at him: "Hello, Welles!
How's your ma?"
Iowa Democratic Platfor-n.
The platform unenimonsty anourso
demands legisl.fois to destroy trusts:
favors rate legislation in I Aua to
give rates as law as interstate rates;
favors a aarent- passenger fare; a
state primary law that will protect
all parties; election et. Unite'. Stites
senators by a direct vote of the peo-
ple; 'fav'or f laws to punish corp ut-
lions for enntribnition to political
funds, and favors the asses •-nent of
railroad's in Iowa by a nonpartisan
commission.
On the tariff and national questions
the platform says:
'NW believe in tariff for revenue
only. There should be immediate
reUek !ranted to the people who are
now being robbed by extortionate
prices exacted under the shelter of
tariff. •
"We believe that the people of this
country who produce our --ealth to
pay our taxes, to fight the `vattles of
the republic are entitled to purchase
the senores manufactured in this coun-
try as cheaply as the people who re
side abroad'.
"We denounce the extort:on inflict-
ed upon our people under the pre-
tense of protection as an outrage
upon. the consumer and upon the
pone, and upon the labor:iw people
who produce the wealth of the coun-
try.
"Vi'e believe the tariff -hould be
removed from all trust-ere .le good*.
and in the removal of all duties on
iron, steel, lumber and cc•1
"We demand the ene.mestit of
such legislation as will effectually de-
stroy all trusts, and the strict en-
forcement of all laws concerning the
same. and we denounce the executive
of the state of Iowa for failure to
enforce existing laws.
"We favor election of United
States senators by direct vote of the
people.
"We are in favor or absolute and
unqual.fied gi)vernment control of in-
terstate con:amerce.
"We are heartily in sympathy wioi
the purposes of the national labor
organizations as set forth in the late
address of Samuel Gompers, John
Mitchell and others, calling labor to
assert its political rights at the ballot
box, and we condemn government by
injunction."
When a woman says her husband
loves his home she means 'he onened-




"I wish to inform you that your
wonderful Cuticura has put a stop to
twelve years of misery I passed with
my son. As an in-
fant I noticed on
his body a red spot
and treated same
with differen teem-
edies for about five
years, but when
the spot began to
get larger I put
i/ him under the careof doctors. Under
their treatment the disease spread to
four different parts of his body. The
longer the doctors treated him the worse
it grew. During the day it would get
rough and form like scales. At night it
would be cracked, inflamed, and badly
swollen, with terrible burning and itch-
ing. When I think of his suffering, it
nearly breaks my heart. His screams
could be heard down stairs. The suf-
fering of my son made me full of misery.
I had no ambition to work, to eat, not
could I sleep.
"One doctor told me•that my eon's
eczema was incurable and gave it up
for a bad job. One evening I saw an
article in the paper about the wonderful
Cuticura and decided to give its trial.
"I tell you that Cuticura Ointment
Is worth its weight in gold; and when I
bad used the first box of Ointment tkere
was a great improvement, and by the
time I had used the second set of Cuti-
cura Soap, Oin t men t, and Resolvent my
child was cured. He is now twelve
year's old, and his skin is as fine l and
smooth as silk. (signed) Michael Stein-
man, 7 Sumner Avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y., April 16, 1905."
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REFLECTIONS OF A BACH-
ELOR.
A woman's iekal of a house
closets and pantires.
Is all
There is just as much room in a
flat as in a palace to quarrel.
The people who shout loudest far
revolution are usually out of the
country where it is taking place.
Those who have childven have
mighty few theories about rasing
thent—New York Press.
Chain Letter Nuisance. Aliso to Asheville, liendersosville,
interference with the cbain prayer 
Lake Texaway, Hot Springs*Let us trust that the )verbe• n me t ,Breward,
letter liminess will put an end to 
'aid. easy ether resorts in the "Last4
ttf time Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire
one form of impertinent demand souatry of Western North Carolina,,
upon the courtesy of men and %elm- 'offering a bigh altitude, bracing
en This particular letter was el- ei,mase. picturesque mountain scenery,
pecially offensive because it involved aid splesdid hotels. •
a kind of threatencine of the nes- i Send two cest stamp for "Land of
cirla receiving the letter if they the Sky" booklet and other hiss'
"broke the chain " The ,shiert of i!,• swoop illustrated literature.
letter was not -in itself tliehonneable
on its face; it was to circulate a pray- J. F LOGAN,
vr alleged' to have beeen composed 41-esinglan. Ky.
by linvhop Lawrence. The or3yer
wai all right, and it wroth" do no
harm to those receiving it. It was.
nevertheless. an act of imposition to
send it to neraons with a renwit
that each receiver should ;end a copy
to nine others —Boston Herald.
For Umbrella Forgetters.
"Lost umbrellas. forgotten um-
brellas." said the lost and found clerk
"pay my salary. We sell all that are
unclaimed. yon know. deriving Isom
ths odd soarer atm) a month.
"Nearly all lost imahrellas are left
in trains There is a thing to do
ieith an umbrella on entering a train
that will assure von not forgetting
it. tell you what that thing is.
"When you sit down in the car
place the umbrella on the outside. be-
tween yourself and the aisle. Thus
the umbrella is a fence. It bars you
in :When von iiimn up hastily to
net off at your station you fall over
it. Von can't foreet it whether roil















to sea hor-c power. Best, cheeps
eat and most economical.












C. N. InINGERFORD, Dist. Pau.
.Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. 11 M.LN. Asst. Gear. Pass..







Easy going men are apt to snenelf
too much titne '0 et,e clouds;
looking for the silver lining.
The New Veterinary Hospital.
Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary Surgeons and' dentists. Special fact]
ities have been providkd, for in constructing our new hospital which en-
ables us to treat all diseases of horses and dogs in the most modern
manner. Wk have a. clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date place and one
that es complete in every detail.
We invite you to call and insnect our .place
Office and Hospital, 429 South Third street.
Office phone. old, 13445; new 158; resident, 18'6.
PADUCAH VS. DANVILLE
Aug. 10, 11, 12
AT LEAGUE PARK.
GRA*? WAND 3g CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CRNTB.
SALE SMI TM & NAGLE'S,





REPAIRING A SPECIALTT •
We handle all the finest and deist-
Wit articles with the utmost ;cam








TICK= ON 1114.1 at
Gray's Buffet,
lbstliser House Bar,


































MANY ABOUT THE STREETSW. L Pct,
Vincennes 64 33 .6 0 DESTROYING BUGSre
Cita° 51 45 -531 I
Jacksonville   .•. .49 47 .510,




3 Apparently Thousands Have







At the present time there are many
bats in Paducah. Reference is madeThe Indians copped the opening to the flying mammals or membersgame yesterday afternoon foam Dan-
interesting of the lasiurus pruinosus fomilyvil e in a very ,1 
oontest, Brahic allowteg them only ;which fit about the arc lamps in the
four measley hits, and landing on 
business parts of the city chiefly
the great "Holy' Cross" for ten live throughout the nights. There seem
:to be thousands of these visitors inones.
- it AFPXtr-112448-.; day- ood---elatsre—wevesthe
' Last night 'a reporter of-The Rcgisa pretty fair crowd out.
Perry is back at short and Cooper 'ter was talking to Policeman John-I
son, who is on the Broadway beat,out in the left garden, which makes
and he was asked if he had noticeda strong bunch to
Danville— po a e the many bats flying about the streets
C. Fleming, 3b  2 / 0 and Ilk said, "yea. and also what they5
Henline, cf let 2 0 0 arc doing." He added, "These bate
Clair, es 0 have been drawn to the city by these. 2 4
1-rayworth, I 8 o 0 many bugs they find to feed on about
Johnson, rf  o 2 0 0 the electric lights. Just watch them
Craig, 2b 'too and you will come to the same con-
Sellay, If  I 2 o o elusion."
Ott, c o 2 2 0 Many peop'e are afraid of a bat.
Holycrose, 0 2 et but this should not be the case.
They won't attack or injure a person
Totals— 33 I 6 2.4 9 o even if caught and held in the rhaetti.
Paducah— • rbit pc) a e They are regarded as distributors of
Taylor. el  4 o 0 2 11 0 that pest commonly known as 3
Perry. ss ..........3 a 2 3 3 0 chinch or bed bug, but this is no
Quigley, at) y4 1 1 2 2 o doubt a slander. They are certainly
Cooper, if, -.Ica. elf, e 2 2 0 o fine bug destroyers judging from the
Wetzel. its  3 02 1 0 0 way they work about the street lamps
Haas. tb  4 0 3 10 0 0 Pn(l are therefore beneficial to an ex-
Lloyd. rf  4 0 0 1 0 0 tent. They should not he molested if












Totals-- 31 3 to 27 12 1
Innings a 2 3 4 5 6 7 R o—RHF.
Danville 0 0 0 o 0 T 0 0--1 6 o
Paducah . t o 0 0 0 0 1 X-3 10
Earned rens—Paducah, 1; stolen
base—Lloyd; two base hits—Craig
Selby. Perry, Quigley. Cooper, Hass
Wetzel; eserifiee hate..
on balls--off Holyeross. 3; off Brahic.
2: struck but—by Holyeross, a; by
Brahic. 3; hit by pitched ball—Ott:
left on bases—Datate›, 7; Padttcah,
7; time of 0111r-1:35; umpire
Qualters.
NOTES.
They must come our way now; we
are there with the ginger
Miller will shOw his .peed this
afternoon and the game will come
our way
The season at home is nearly up.
and the local fans are taking advant-
age of it.
The Indians are.. good for second
place •
Danville has some heavy hitter'.
and is going to make the games
choe with the locals while here.
A still larger crowd is expected out
this afternoon. "1r 4111411111111Good game is promised.
Umpire Wilkerson was left here
by Manager Belt of the Tecksoneille
elt*). Belt refused to furnish
Wilkerson with transportation on ac..
count of a deciaion his team got while
here. Tett customary for all man-
agers to pay their umpire's railroad
fare
Wilkersnn i• consiekrect the best
in the Kittr
Belt keot op a row during the
whole series. •
Vincennes, 3; alkir44, t.
Cairo. Ill.. Aug. fielding
won for Vincennee today. —John
son pitched fine ball;
RITE






lactes.opville. 8: Mattoon. Is.
Matintiii: Ill. t to --Visitors
won thLtrarne today:
TIE 
.z1f1(coritille   ft 13 3
mettooet   6 7 4
Ilooteries—Fox 'and Belt; Dowell
an Larrgdon. .
Dr. J. C. Freeland left this morning
on a two weeks' visit to his old home
at New Freedbm, Pa..
A Busy Street Scene.
The work the Street Railway com-
rany is doing on its Itga keepr
eteadtly at work about one hundred
day laborers. Yesterday on South
Sixth street within two %wares the
tompany had a round hundred men at
work, while street improvement crew
of the Bitulitic company had some
forty men at work also within the
two squares. The scene was trUy a. ,
ettasy 'one.
Evangelical Church.
German services will be held Sun-
day morning at the usual hour. At
night Miss Ada Hart Miller, of Chi-
cago. will sing. The subject of the
sermon will be "'Nearer Home.'
There will be no services at the
German Lutheran c'huroh Sunday
moreings as 'Rev. Ilten fills hie ap-
pointment at New. Dennison,' Ill
Ene,1;sh preiching at night at 7:45
o'clock( Sunday school, at the 2T-
H:a Morning hour.
THE SERIOUS SICK BETTER
Messrs. Moore, Iteike and Boone and
Mrs. Winstead All Improving.
Detective T. J. Moort, who was re-
cently operated on at the Riverside
Hospital for appendicitis. continue%
to improve and is now considered as
, convalescing
Mir. L. M. Rieke, the wholeeale
dry goods merchant, who has been
so ill for a few weeks, shows cheer-
ing signs of unprovenvent and though
he may be slow in getting well hie
recovery is considered sure.
Mr. E. G. Boone, the insurance
agent., who recently sustained a se-
vere fall and had his hip and knee
hurte is still in bed. His injuries
brought on threatened malarial fever
and the has been quite sick for several
days but is hoprovinge,..„, e
•!afrs, S. H. Winstead, wife of the
president of the Will **l Ated:ciree
company, who ha; been 'rite sick
for the past ten &lye, hat so far re-
covered as to be able to leave her
bed. She was very ill for several
days.
WANTS AN ENDORSEMENT
I.; P. Heal tn Stand for Re-electtion
Asa Member of
—
Mr. I... P. Head 'announces that he
will be carolidate to succeed himself
as representative from this sountv
in the leg.sleture. In declaring his
intention to run he also expresses the
wish !hat the county committee
would include the filling of this of-
fice in any party action taken this
fa I. He declares that he will ad-
dIreet suoh a request to each member
of the body forthwith.
M. Head says that he served the
people in the last legislature to the
best of ability and most faithfully -
He wants an endorsement and hence
his decision to stand for re-election
He says he knows of no opposition
or probable opponent'. but expects
both as a natural consequence.
Mr. Head, as the Register statee
yesterday. was down from his pres-
ent duties as clerk of the penitentiary
at Eddlyville, to which place he was
recently appointed, on a brief visit
to his family. He goes to Eddy-
Wile early this morning.
Come
Legislature.
Dr. Leonard Pearson, Philadel-
phia's famous veterinary surgeon.
1
 
Tait a. ebnner in PhitidelPhia a
horse story.
"A farmer." he said, 'wrote to
the' editor of the Farmer's Friend
'hie letter, 'I 'have a horse that has
been. afflicted for tl's last year with
periodical fits of dizziness. Please
answer through your valuable paper
and let me know what I should do
with him, as he seems to get worse
instead of better. I am afraid he
will be unfit for work if something is
not done soon.' The editor replied
in the next letter as follows; '()or
i•e•e- o rolvice, hierel on a earefttl
1:: t ) ese • •,-- • "
------•
No Thu* .to Be Lost.
"Why don't you propose if you
love her?"
"She hasn't- known me long
enough."
"Great Scott, man, proposeeat once
then. Don't take any chance
ACED LADY DIES CA"I"
MOTHER G4F MRS. CLYDE
COOPER AND MRS. CHAS.
ROBERTSON EXPIRES.
Mr. L. B. Ragan Called to
by Sadden Death of His
Brother.
Mrs. Cordelia French, the aged
mother Of Mrs. Clyde Cooper and
Mrs. Charles Robertson, of this city,
died yesterday afternoon at 5 o'ciock
of paralysis, after a six weeks illness.
The death of the ledy occurred at the
home of Mr. Clyde Cooper, 903 Made
son street, where she had been mak•
ring her home for some time. 
arri. French had lived for a num-
ber of years in Clinton, Ky., and was
aged seventy-two Years. In her
former home she leaves not only a
host of friends who will regret to
learn of her demise but an aged sis•
tee Mrs. Nancy Craig.
The remains of Mrs. French will
be sent to Chnton Sunday morning
at 9:30 o'clock for interment in the
family burying grounds. There, all
services will be held.
A Brother's Death.
Mr. L. B. Ragan, of the city, left
yesterday for Nashville, Tenn., to at-
tend the funeral of his brother, J. M.
Ragan, who dropped dead near that
city Thursday.
Mr. Ragan. was- an insurance man
and a single man, and wae quite pop-
olar in Nashville. He was 41 years
old and was born and reared in
M.aury county, Tenn. He was the
general manager for the Prudential
company for central Tennessee and
had a fine busieless standing and a
wide acquaintance. He was single,
but other than his brother here •eft







Is Responsible for Bank
Failure.
Chicago, Aug. to.—Henry W. Her-
ing, cashier of the Milwaukee Ave-
nue State bank was arrested- today
and will be refused release on bail
tined his connection with the disap-Nashville pearance of nearly $1,000,000 of the
bank's funds is cleared up.
.  Paul_ Q. StemilancIL—Aresident of the
defunct institution, is still a fugitive.
Although nearly Too detectives are
,searchiag for the missing president
his wheseabouts
tery as ever.
are as much a nays-
Jahn P. Wilson, one of the sub-
stantial citizens of Hustonville, Ky..
drops in a hypnotic state every time
he feels the touch of steel to his
person. A barber started to shave
Attempts to Bodily Harm Woman
Who Wouldn't Marry Him.
Charles Bryant, colored, a railroad
porter who has just finished serving
a fine of $25 out in jail, is in trouble
again for pointing a pistol at Ida
Boyd, also colored.
Yesterday afternoon Bryant made
a second attack on Ida Boyd and
tried to cut her throat because she
would not marry him instead of
Earnest %Boyd. He went to her home
at Twelfth and Harrison and saw her
through a windoj ironing. He went
to a door to get in but it was locked
so he knocked it down and started
at the woman with h'is gun, but the
woman screamed and Patrolman
Hessian heard the noise and went to
the house. Bryant saw the officer
coming and made his escape and has
not been found yet.
The woman accompanied by the of-
ficer went to .Magistrate Emery's
court and swore out a warrant
against Bryant.
Last Sunday thie negro got in to a
fight with Toni Coles about Ida
Boyd and drew his pistol on him
He was taken up before Judge Pur--4
year and fined $25.
Love Language of Fruits.
Ilananas—There's many a slip.
Peacahes—The frost didn't toush
nee
Grapes—You are a seedy bunch.





Lemons—Not on your tintype.
Dates—it's your move.—Toledo
Blade.
He—T think modern dregs reveals
the vanity of the human heart.





Fancy Lemons per dozen as
Fancy Bananas per dozen ra%
t. can Maple Syrup for 35
3 Pkgs Vanilla Wafers for 25
3 Pk-gs Graham Crackers for 25
3 Pkgs Nabisco Wafers for 25
2 Pkgs Saratoga Wafers for 25
Peffed Rice per Pkg for to
3 lb can Tomatoes for To
Fancy Lottas Peas per can. 15
IS bars Daniel Boone Soap for...  25
.3 boxes Searchlight Ketches TO
2 Pkgs White Line Wash Pow-
der for 05
3 sacks Table Salt for  art
3 toe car's Hi-Lo Baking Pow-
der by   25
3 3-1) cans Baked Beans for 25
Mixed Tea per lb. 35
2 Pkgs Force ffor 25
3 bottles Sour Pickles for 25
lb can Baker's Cocoa for 25
Campbell's Salad Dressing for  o3
The Famou Vifite Dove Flour
per sack 65
!‘ Patent Flour per sack








Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this seases
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Reit-pins and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, silver Card Cases
and Purses. We are






AND RETURN, VIA THE
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Grand Excursion, Tuesday August 21






Leave Keivil  10:10 a. ITT.
Leave La Center   10:21 a. iii
Leave Barlow  ao:3o a. en.
Arrive Chicago ,  8:30 p.m.
Returning, Tickets will he good on all
to anise ineluchng Wednesday, August agth,
Cliicagto 2:50 a. in-
Under no circurinstances will a longer
portion of these Excur•eon T ckete..
Regular Trains leaving Chicago
except Fast Mail Train leaving
limit be given on the return
Further Particular of
J. T. DONOVAN, 'Ticket agent, Illino:s Central Railroad Paducah:
W. H. BRILL,
Div. Pass'r. Agent St. Louis, Mo.
A. H. HANSON. S. G. HATCH,
..Passenger Traffic Manager, CHICAGO, ILL. General Passenger Agt.
M. Wilson, but the moment • the
razor touched ins face Mr. Wilson's
muscles relaxed and' the barber
thought he was deael Great excite-
ment followed and it was not trocil
a -half evour later that Mr. Wilsoe
awakened and explained that he had
been subject to such attaicka since
his youth. In crossing the railroad
Mr. Wilson once accidentally tome-bed
the rail and dropped to the Townies'.
as if dead. Some Ole passing by
pulled him off the track just before
—a- traits, -pas-soda over--the—soot. •
After all has been said that oast
be said about the widsning inilteence
of ideas is remain? tries :etas they
would hardly be such Fatrolv, agents
unless they were taken in a solvemt
of feeling. The great world-struggle
of developing thought :s continually
foreshadowed is the struggle of the
affections, seeking a justification for
love and hope.—George Eliot.
Stella—What was her bashing sts..t
like?
Bella—It was. heard but not seen —
New York Sun.
edowaseineer
That run-dania, *44 leerag is thc-.




,CL15C 4 itige7 Will sus*
Peke ye Cents Per Sax.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Sem* ears& jaeleson Ob.
WINDOW
PHANE...
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BIBINUTY TO'
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW Die:
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE liGHT IN THE MOVE BLEASING
AND AGREEAB* HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOOR. IT FS OPE OF TH/t
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECOATIONS OF THE DAY;
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATTONS.
C. C. Leo, 315 hav!
Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCL[CO
Nest to Kentucky Theatre on Ncrth Fifth street they too s ave yo%money, and take your old wheel in eachanee WE WAITI' AN UN-LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HARD BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest house in town ea Bieyies and every-thing far bicycles. Parts furnished for any melee of wheel. Ever,machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weather and Wee lino is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful rrasexisghte 'le have
at present. Come one come a'l and hear his inure at 6o6 S. 4th.at., produced by the only talking machitio, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and a e Zonoplierte talking- machine:
front $zo to $zoo put within the reach ef the poor as well as the
— wealthy. Remember that these machines ass *4
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are Sin. 33r. To in. 6ec. 12 in.
$1.00.
We have high claes operatic records from Saco, *Leo, $3.00,
$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Satsernbrich, Car auso and Sourate and Gametic and
a great many other celebrated az tists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is peetect. .We
don't sell second hand machincs or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and eyuy record is perfect and SCR. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We tarry a fall stock of
needeis and we will repair your 1 roken machines at fiber.' prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanitan o yeai / Zono-
phone.. I have soo new and latest music from ragtime to the
most eelebrated operas, and from the greatest hands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. m. to To p. m.. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to Too pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no treuble but a pleatege. We will take
pleascure‘in showing you about either the Victor or Zentophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machine friend
DON GILBERTO,
Tetil TALKING MACHINE MAN OF Patine:lig and don't gots.







Unique Graft Alleged by Which
 Shesias 2ocks tea Tax Pay-
ments on "Sleepers."
Owen-ton, Ky., Aug. io.—.Henry B.
l'ines, state inspector, assisted by
brother, Sam Hines, has ,begun
an investigation of the records cif
'Cavin county officials covering a
period' of about twelve years. Nu-
merous charges of official corruption
have been madd.and it is alleged that
the - -seta atst bas- lost—thottsa
dollars through fraudulent and illegal
practices.
A unique "graft" which it is said
the sheriffs have been working for
years- figures in the charges. Some
of the people cognisant of it, ac-
cording to report. considered it all
right, and a former sheriff justifies
it in the following remarkable state-
-silent regarding the investigation:
"They will not find anything un-
less it is what we cal' 'sleepers' or an
nnassessed list. It has been the cus-
tom here for the sheriff, when he
nds a- man paying his taxes, al-
though he is unassessed, to poekst
the money. The sheriff's office is not
worth anything without this, and a
rnan cannot afford to take the place.
The assessment is lower than in any
county in the state, being about so
per cent. %Viten the sheriff sees a
-man worth 200,000 paying taxes on
-about $50.00n worth, he feels that
'he is. being wronged, and when a
man Tomes along and pays his taxes.
althoush his name does not appear
on the books, he just puts that
money in his pocket and counts him-
self lucky. T don't believe they will
he able to find anything- in this rile
"that they can prove, though, and
'think they are travelins a hard row."
The System of "Sleepers."
As explained by the expert. Mr.
-Harris .the system of using "sleep-
ers" operates after this fashion • A
man's name appears on the assessor's
list one year and he pays taxes, but
the following year his property is not
assessed and his name does not ap-
pear at all on the list of property
owners in the county. The property
owner does not know this. however,
7ncl nays his taxes just the ca-me as
lie did the year before. a hill being
drawn against him. The money so
collected goes into the pockets of the
sheriff instead of going into the
county and state treasury.
Suits are pending against J. W.
Hill former county judge, to re-
cover tram. alleged to have been
overdrawn as salary. Warrants
eharoing etniberzlement have also
been issued against Hill and W. P.
Swope. former county" clerk. The
ilnst grand jury failed to indict
either.
The charee against swipe is based
oonn the allegation that Swone is-
sited, without authority warrants hy
whissh II-P11 made the SI.200 over-
'draft on the .score of salary.
Mr. Swope athibutes the action
taken against him to political malice
and also states that he. understands
Imice Hill to have a perfectly good
'Orreries..
A:nother charge made is that ree-
sois "*'?"e"nr'• office have
ihis-en T.-Isolated since the investigation
" heenn.
Ceett of Cats.
"If there were no cats In Nrissouri,
I believe thar the state would he
4$2.0.00ctocio better off at 'lie end of
each year."
Harry M. Walm•ley, father of the
• Willmsley game law, made this state-
ment recently) in a talk before a
ntrnber of school children in the
auditorium of Central High School
declaring war on the generally
considered harmless tabby, the Jack-




You cannot find a single tooth
brush in al our stock which
11 not a good brush.
We Guarantee
every tooth brush we seell to
give satisfaction. If one should
.pass our examination with
• some flaw undetected we ask a
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give you a new one for it
or return your money, which-
ever you prefer
IJ. N. OehlschiaeoerDRUGGISTSIXTH AND BROADWAY
TF.1 FPI-IONE 61.
•
casts annually killed thousands vi
birds, which, if allowed to live, would
in turn have killed-enotigh insects -to
save the farn-srs annually millions
of dollars, which are otherwise lost
through the ravages of the common
pests.
"An active cat will kill half a doz-
en birds a day and when you con-
sider the thouoinds of these felines
which are conoantly prowling about,
it is easy to 1 elieve that their vic-
tims of the feaCtered tribe would ao-
prosimate asvnion each year. Most
'birds will annually kill enough nox-
ious insects t make themselves
worth at least $20 apiece to the farm-
ers. Tints it is easy to see what a
big bill there is against the cat fam-
ily."
"Birds are arrang the most useful
ereatttres in the world." he said in
beginn'ng. "Were it not for birds,
alr- life on the earth would be de-
stroyed in ninety days by the swarms
itm_cLi_which_are_ _only kept down
by the activity or .the feathered tribe.
Kansas once pa - -1 a law offering a
bounty on hawl I other 'birds' of
prey The nes• they had such'
a plaague of grasshoppers that the
following legislature mad /taste to
repeal the law.
"Mlany of our hire•s are following
in the path of the American bison
and. will soon be extinct. Among
these are the wood dnck. the prairie
chicken, with turkey and the quad
Of these the quail is the most useful.
In taddition to. the insects and bugs
whic'h it destroys, it eats a great
many weed seeds; in fact. Ibis 'bird
is the best known for this purpose.
"There is one way of 'hunting birds
shat I approve—that is with a cam-
era. Instead of shooting an inno-
rest bird and breaking up a happy
family. why not take a picture of :t
and then you will have something
far more valuable than a dead car-
cass."—Kansas City Journal.
INVESTIGATION DEMANDED
Wells-Fargo Stockholders Think the
Dividends Are Too Small.
New York, Aug. io.—The annual
meeting of the stockholders of Wells.
Fargo. de Co. was held here yester-
day Samuel Untermyer was pres-
ent as counsel for Walter C. Stoked
and the stock'holders' party. which
have been trying to induce the com-
pany to increase its dividends. Mr.
Untermyer demanded that a third in-
spector of elections be named to
represent the interests for whom he
appeared William Nelson Crom-
well. counsel for the other interests,
opposed the motion, but Mr. Bab-
cock, representing the stock's inter-
ests, was allowed to sit as 'an ob-
server of elections. Mr. Cromwell
presented a ticket for election as di-
rectors, _ composed of the members
of the present board. Mr. Stokes
nominated a following also.
The annual report of Wc41s. Fargo
fir Co was submitted. and Mr. Un-
ternwer asked for an explanation re-
garding the small increase in the net
receipts. Presletent Evans said it was
due largely to large purchases of
equipment.
Samuel Untermyer stated that the
capital of the company is tit000,000
and the sal-plus is fire.000,coo. mak-
ing a total of $2o.000,000, and on this.
he said, the company only earned
$5ao,000 in interest in one year. This,
he said. is only 2 5-2 per cent at a
time when money loaned at to 6
per cent. He asked the directors to
name thd brokers to whom the
money had been loaned. but the
names were not given.
TWENTY-THREE FOR THEM
People Without Visible Means of
Support Must Leave Louisville.
Freight trains, east west, north and
south, are beginning to carry heavy
traffic in the hobo line since the an-
nounce by Cantain Thomas Maher
chief of detecives. to round up all
suspicious -lessons in sight. The
general exodus of the "vegmen" and
"insiders" is an annual occurrence
at this time of the year. as the "hoes"
and strong-srm gentry usually shake
the dust of the country from their
feet and hike to the city where a
possibility of a "game" may be pulled
off.
Captain Mlsher is determined) Sc,
rid the city of all form of gentlemen
N"ithnitt any visible means of support
btilre ,any. tricks may_br_pullad. .off_
--tonisrille
The avernse mars thinks it'd up tr)
him to purchase a larger hat every
time he 'has to cents' worth of fame







WITH CRUSSIMS — IMIMAW-
BERRY, PEACIS. PlffillhAPIPLE or
CHERRY„
in existence mm that regarding the pay
of models and their physleal attrac-
tiveness," Mr. Robert Brinokelet says.
"In this country a majority of the
models are employed in sot schools
or by instructors of ,clesses is paint-
ing, drawing or asedolitag, aid for
purpeees of instructteivany- aloft-
good enough.
"A budding artist sin learn to draw
and paint, study anatomy and propor-
tion, just as well from a homely
model as from one that is serpaesing-
ly beautifuL There is no need of
the latter at all. If ose presents her-
self, all well and geed, but as the
schools and instructors are entirely
independent ha their needs she must
be content with the same pay that
rules; for AU In Ws dr. IskIs
gliauWW7ust mom dim a Sonar far
a three-hour posing seance. As the
work is, after all, only unskilled jabor,
It is an exceptionally good rate of pay
at that What obtains here also ob-
tains for more then half the asolel
work abroad, yet the *memos person
always conjures up • drew of 1..011-
nese when an artist'; model is men-
tioned end aasociates are work with
remuneration of a dollar or more as
hour.
"Of course, where an artket requires
a partienlar kind a model, ne matter
what the especial requirement MGy be,
the law of supply and demand steps
In and regulates pay, for one thing, in
accordance with its inexorable man-
dates. If the supply of that sort of
model is short the price runs high.
I have beard of models who received
several doliars an hoes. BeI•there are
tee many satisfactory ledivIduals will-
ing to pose for whatever they one get
to make such a condition any other
than most exceptional."
BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
Ifsrw Orleans Nan Velem Very Highly
El. "Lucky" Norse
Chestnut
"I wouldn't sell that thing for $1,004
If I lost it I'd hunt ler It like the
knights of King Arthur betted the
Holy Grail. That thing exercised a
hoodoo that hung about me for fly"
years. That thing stays with me till
I die."
All this, with greet conviction. saes
the Kansas City Star. about • little
buckeye inctuied in a mall gold cage
that hung on the watch fob of Herbert
Herring, a New Orleans man.
"Up to September 7, 1100. I had
been the victim of bad Ind of one
sort and another," be said. "That day,
I was going to Galveston. It was Fri
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a dozen times before it
reached the city, and I was fuming.
We got there at last and just as I
was leaving my ear I saw this buck-
eye lying on the opposite seat. I
picked it up and put It in my pocket.
I had it tended going to the Black
hotel that night but after picking up
that buckeye I suddenly changed my
mind. A good moray guests at the
Black hotel perished is the flood next
night.
"Later on at New Orleans I was out
fishing in a catboat with three other
men A squall struck us. The others,
who could swim, were drbwned I
can't swim a stroke but I had my
buckeye and I was eased. After that
I had the thing fixed in this gold case.
And that's why I treasure it."
Europe's Jewelry Center.
Pforzheim Is • oity of about 65,006
population anit is devoted almost ex-
clusively to the manufacture of jewel-
ry, there being about 600 factori.s
where iewelry is made. It is the jew-
elry center of t ompe. The various
manufacturers are very energetic acid
are careful to study the wants of their
customers and endeavor to please them
regarding designs, prices and terms of
sale. From presest indications the
shipment of jewelry to the Philippines
will amount to about $100,000 for the
fiscal year. With the Alierican manu-
facturer's advantage in distance and
machinery—as much of the Pforzheim
jewelry is made by hand---It spleens
that we thould capture more of the
trade of the islanda.
Influence of Irving.
' To Irving more than any other Than
Is due the change that has taken place
in London in recent years in the social
position of ectors—a change which has
come within my own memory, wri)es
E. S. Nadal, in Scribner's. When )
Lr$l.'wtntto London in 1870 true were
no actors In society When l came back
in 1877 there were a good many of
them to Se s"t ab ;tore ws•
gorslas sp a s• • ss • " rs-s,
posed of successful artists, the new
rich people, 'and the professional
classes, with a sprinkling of such of
the older society as had a fancy for
art and the theater. In that society
the tvtore had not only a good, but It
distinguished place.
Queer Sunday Law.
In Spain drug stores are permitted
to sell drugs all day on Sunday, but
to deal in perfumery on that day Is
NOT ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL 
NON-VOTERB ARE MANY.
lisdels for 411"th Are i* aganir “Ldiots and Duelists" Ars Barred inCases Crate Plant et Florida—Other Odd/Feature. 
Provissions.
"One of the most preposterous Ideas Every one of tba 45 states has a
different law as to voting, and the pro-
st
to eselude from the mange lo one Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled.
Inalls of these election Uwe operate 
state those who relent it Is another. etc, various grades
Thus, Fiertste excludes "idiots sad




defining Meet as *we wile aye me-
law" flys' Salted Mame at-Oaar 011r0
reactest. Rhodo.bilmed.onugs Simpers
mid hcatim Isdlelhar. Sfsehiagten
exelades.tadlama but not Maass:
for Indiana and Ohio hav
Oregon salads Cheeses. but not In-
Maas. Maine Inc/odes "tadlans sad
paupers" in one setegory, and Michi-
gan includes Indians and duellists.
Texas ham • sweeping provision. It I
Includes "idiots. pamper% tomtit% I
Viand iltales 'Maine% seamen
!bathes." The purpose el this pent.I
atom is preveat soldiers se MeV I
pate fa Texas from ',sting there
they bail from other states, la
Sot a resatader of the reosustructle*
period
same prervbrioa of law.
California exctudee Idlota, Chinese. KONFO_ R $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
. e the
the Inman, and those found Entity of
felony, making no distinction between
the roar classes. Idaho excludes big-
amists and polygamists, but Utah has
as inch previskes. Boat% Dakota ex-
cludes those eenvicted of trams. and
?forth Dakota has a like provision,
though prosecutions for treason hi
these two states are practically un-
known, lillistssippi groups together
In the exelteled dam "pumas who
Imo net paid their MUM end big
antists."
Michigan excludes the "Iiesoods" al
*ugh and Minnesota Indiaas
(=tome of cirilizatioa." Tenses/el
raises 00 quallfiestienas as to sanity
and Wisconsin excludes these who ha
on elections in that "tate
lid you swallow your sitars of dust last sight? I have a full line ail
and various prises.
Help your neighbor keep down the duet.
Ed D.Hannan
Doe Mem ms. sp South Pewit St., ps Lostucky Ammo,
INNOVATION IN COSMETICS
°ream of Golden-Nrowet Vsed to
Lead the Appearance of
eunburn.
"It Is a new Idea." said the per
.tumor  "I began it by way of a joke.
It Is wetting like hot cokes."
He rubbed a little of the odd cream
on The beck of his hand, sod le, bit
white, seft head was as bresen as a
sailor's.
"Ws have become ruch an tint-ot.
door people." he said, "that • fine gold-
brown sunburn is more hietrly prized
by us Than the most delicate teas and
Illy bloom.
'With this idea in mind, I exr.eri
rotated till I found a harmless cream
that would give the effect perfectly of
a yid-brown sunburn. and that would
disappear gradually, In a week or two,
se real sunburn does.
"I pert this (velem on the market
Prom the start It meld tremendously.
Men and worsen alike buy it. And N
Is bought not only by the cleric or
'topographer, who never guts *et is
the am but oft= by the rich idler,
whose life is •ttegether no (mon...it
se, since the latter very frequently
/unborn. In an ogfy way—an Inflamed,
scarlet *in, Mears, pooling—and my
preparation changes an cast giving
him the only sunburn that is worth
While. the gold-hymen one.
"Where I sell one jar of skin bleach
sisti two of this geld-brown sunburn
1101111012."
ASHAMED OF THEIR HABIT
Clay-Zaters of Meek Oaten:lea Have
Acquired a Phnom
Theta.
"The elay-eaters are hardy, but pals
The clay Is a deep refloat, wits
smelt, sweet taste, mosastbdas like yid,
iew lack molasses toady."
The othetrologest had just returned
from North Carolina, where be had bees
studying the farnons colony of der.
eaters.
"They are all of linglish dement" is
continued. "and they tail with' s
matted "neigh accent They are all*
tie shamed of their habit They deuy
It at first to strangers. But this alums
anon disappess.
"The day is eaten raw, cut into rotint
takes. liermettneseIt I. breaded, an
served with tOldellsos or maple sirup
Soseenmea, again, It mixed wiLl
oreet potatoes in a podding.
"I triad it .The taste eras etakanIna
to me. I could no more have eaten tits
loathsome stuff than I could have eats
a plug of chewing tobacco.
"The clay is fouled near the mineral
streams. They ate it first from hunger,
dee to crop failures. But they eat it son
I as the Chines out opium, becalms the,
have formed a vicloue teate for it."
,For Charity.
Ile—Was your charity entertalamai
Suireesatal?
She—Ipleadid. We had a royal time,
all mar pictures In the Dept and
everybody said we did plat lovely. We
took in $2,000, top.
—Then I suppose you cleared quite a
nice Mal for the hospitaL"
"lItetl—ost exactly. You see • the ex-
penses were very heavy and cites the
costumes and the carriage Mr% andunlawful. Candy cannot lawfu:ly be the Bowels and the beaeuet to the per.sold later than 11 o'clock in the fore- forma"' isere all mid for, it left slabsoon unless no clerks or assistants are &Diouf 00 for the hospital. But every-employed. Proprietors may keep open body mild It was a blg esseesa."--lbeh
all day If they do the work themselves. limos* Amides%
' Russia Then and Now.
Times have not changed mach In a
century. In 1801s It was said that Al-
exayler I. rode in a procession through
the streets of St. Petersburg preoedel
, by the ItEmlifIgtrS o h IR 'father
SEVENTH ANS E,;t0ABWAY. I followed by those of h,.
TILL. 73: I oufroundini by kle own.
HAYES
•••,,:i."1/P• .••••••- 0 p • -••




The Register, delivered, 10c per week
Veterans the Byes.
"It will bp soon enough, Miss °wine.
pie, If I gators this book the notation
ade erole't it?" •
"Why, okrtitinly, Mr. Ireatbertop,
There's as about it. Any time
within t he 110703. wootmi sill do. *—
Chicago TrIbt114-
































































































































































I A INO-NAON V ILLS MM.
POW OCIUNIO 100-100
1010/1•1 Notiteina v- Ir • • 11110
IlDereo   I I :SO a.m.
Dess 111/411001011  2:110
Petiowit . 
 4:11 Pm.
Mom Podewoh  6.rs p.m.
7-45 PAK-
,OmeiseIS. Louis  7me a.m.





SOM. DOWD r ne-Sa•
Ikese* Mow  Cm p.m.
Ca am.liteerre &ire  6:00 a.m.
Waive Pedestal'  7:45 am.



























Peaks marked ('” tea dally eateeet Slimier. AM other trains sielldaily. Trains 113 sad 104 sorry through sleepers between Cincinsali, 4Idessiphie ad New Orissa; trains tot ad toe Weepers between Lost,-villa, Memphis and New Orleans. ?talus Sot and Us sleepers betweenPaducah sad St. Louis. 'Praia Us 'warm, at Dem &ire with Chicagodeeper. For 'writer information, millress,
J. IL DONOVAN, airestt, City Meke* (Wee, Iladesak, Ny.'R. W. VIDATIINIR, Want 'Ape, Tiniest Depot, %Steak, Ky.P. W. IIPAIRLOW, S. P. W., We iievr.le, ICy.,
904,14 A. SCOTT, A. O. P. A., ‘leinPhid.S.C. S. P. A., llama * •





JUST AN ACCIDENiTKILL MOOSE FOR PICTURESNew Brunswick Guides Bewail the
Deseoratioa at Osmium
Woods.
IN MOST CASES IT IS DUE TO
GlItOSS CARELESSNESS.
veld Maimed der Life Through No
amettary Negbia of Nursii:--
ant Experiences Which Some-
Aimee Come by Accident
BY MARGARET E. sANGSTER.
iCogyrigtit, 306, by Soeevn B. Bowles.)
Nine-tenths of the untoward hap-
penings that people call occidental are
due to groan carelessness and shame-
ful neglect.
There are two sets of peopie in the
world-those who keep things up and
 these who let things run down.
Gret have never indulged in the lutbit
of putting off till to-morrow what ought
to be done to-day. If the roof leaks or
there is a °race in the ceieng or a
loose board in the floor or a sagging
hinge or a broken wtodow cord, they
repair the damage at once. They know
perfectly that it costs less to mind
than to mar, and marring goes rapidly
es where there Is no mending. As
everybody knows the best way to let
even a tine bombe go to absolute ruin
Is to shut it up and leave it without an
Inhabitant. A house that is lived le
lasts longer and looks better than $
house that is untenanted, because the
tomes of nature are constantly making
war upon the buildings of men, and a
(*natant basal. must be waged against
theca if men are to come off victors.
The heedless .honaelteeper has rain
ally mentioned that there is a thit
plain on the stair carpet which wil
presently wear into a hole. Flee is not
egiaorant of a rip In a rug which ma)
catch eemehody's heel and cause a turn
his. But being heedless, she put oft
repairing the rent is tarps( and rut
anta an unlueky persou hurrying aton,
has a tall, which moans a hip out of
Joint or a beaten lee, or. vonee stab
• jar wheb mey cats apoplexy It
some ene in old age, or the dre,Ao:t
meat of a mall/meet climax: In some
one your.rer. These baleen) sequence%
do come from elicit tee, and eceav
body is reetpomilble.
A variety of tai-eries shnele alone
In the trein of so-eallai acesidents
whice never 'heel I have bees peennt
teed to octet. I'm: I :In:e It, tiOV. C.)
pie die beseause tle y have eaten teal
• stools when ttay tereteitt they were
clever; !„ won. .'iiILg Is 1.11-tri
tioeu to "eeeen 1;0111
nes e4:; . .•/./ tee- e.yee
there . "8 L.) no'.' .t :c.
deaths -3 tiny st re laid at the tIte
of a:..•:!• :•t.
a.c 7,-3 :eft in Le
tare of .enerht!rsa h:relIngs and art
asaline ..• r • h falla for whet
there v. . .teee it.. :0 nor Otir•V1-14
A mart i aireee •r • ed with a eeteit
htie.e :be e his seteteier; was is
bit • Lh'e and beauti
tut . .•;:ty nitro
was C.1.:.ne peeleomaa
the 1 .e. au. aatee down a
stare Lel and 1111.1 overt arricl at the
toot. anti years of pain and wretched
nee& wall the ha' e, ep it the hunch-
back, have paid e'er that ton'.
Woo Trivi v a rar,ronfl acci-
dent that is not due to the careless-
ness ..: leitertxtey, and yet it would hi
most unfair to utter sweeping Witt
(Isms on the ern:A:tyre of pablic eon
veyan.tett. The ave eve elan Li seperl •
ly trustworthy. The eneireer stick'
to his post nne elee Is the effort to
gave the train. When one of the en
glees on the "Majestic" was sed.lenl
put out of commission not long ago, by
a real accident that no care meld have
• anticipated or averted. the eer;s o! en
4 tenement. at the risk of their own lives
In the face of clouds of scaleleg steam
shut off the machinery. and were ear
ried to the hospital afterwarde. They
were heroes.
There are accidents that no one car.
prevent. But as comeared with those
which come by lack of care, they art
few. When the lightning trom the sit)
strikes a man dead as he ilia la his
house or walks by the way, he mad
be said to perish by the act of Col
But when a man take bold of a live
wire wi:h bare hen-is, he h.ta only
himself to blame If he dins the
pext inctaut. lhe attieent w-eseatuplo
Reel foolhardy.
• •
We need not limit what he-ppens by
sppnrent se:einem to disaster ani ea
lamay. There are pler.sant tnines that
way proptia be s,t dowe to the ac
.0 .r.t of reetteeneeasiate we have no;
panned them nor in *ay way made the
least provision, mentally or material:),
for their coming to poss. A young man
casts about for .1 good place to spene
• brief holiday Regiment claims hire
so constantly that vacations are (ea
and far between. Not often does be
obtain a revers. Shall he go to the
mountains, to the old homestead, to
the inland springs or the shore" Shall
be accept a frined's invitation to join
him on a yacht, or possibly shall he
go on a bicycle tour over a distant
state? He finally decides on one jaunt
or another, with to ultimate object,
except to have a good hot.-.ay.
Yet on the yacht or in the farmhouse
or by the way he is to meet a gill
whose eyes shall capture his heart and
who snail change the face of the world
for him for the rest of his life.
"How came Hugh to marry Beller
I once asked, wondering at what seem-
ed an incongruous marriage, the hus-
band a man of profound culture and
varied learning, while the wife wai n
brilliant social butterfly, who cared for
little except persobe adornment and
beautiful surrogoan
"Ole" said the friend who answered
me, "they met on a slow steamer cross-
ing th, Atitantie. Nearly everybody on
boesde-Nese- 5p5pIc /let they) bad In
common the (net that Hey were both
etee-erela settiere:snd hit the time they
(eNt.naan woods have been desecrated,
the guides and residents of the prov-
ince believe. They have bees opposed
to the invasion of hunters, but when
a moving picture machinSwas brought
into the sacred preserves of the woods
they felt that all bounds had been
passed.
The Canaan woods, a vast tract In
the heart of New Brunswick, probably
cogtains more moose than any other
tract of the same extent in the world.
Some weeks ago a party came here
from Boston in a private car and there
was much speculation concerning the
uses of a queer booking machine that
eat-dte oatht. Dr. Heber
Bishop, • sailroad tun. af Barton, who
has visited the Colman woods regular-
ly for several seesorta was the leader
of the party, and with him were R. R.
rollett, head of the New Ragland Fish
sad Game association; C. Everett
Johnson, F. T. Marton, artist, and G.
W. Bitzer, of New York, and Harris B.
(be, of Boston.
"Must be one of theca (haling guns,"
said Charts:. Coates, vierwing • strange
piece of apparatus. Charley's opiaioli
was accepted and loud murmurs of pro-
test erodes, until it wee explained that
the strange thing was a moving-picture
machine. The party prosseeded to Jim
Ryder's camp. far back in the woods
ea one of the lakes.
Mr. Follett and Mr. Johns,. &peal
mu night in a crows' nest calling
well. About daybreak one of the
guides hurried late the camp with the
sews that moose were answering their
calls. The picture masitimi was hur-
ried out to as crows' nest, but John-
eon and Follett had already gilled a
I.100-pound basil, =sauteing be ladles
acmes the antlers. Their went through
the motions of killing the huge animal
again for the beiselit at the picture
machine.
Dr. Bishop had errs better luck; he
was paddling In a Mr* bark canoe
with two guides when a 'noose came
swimming toward the waft around a
point. The picture mgebine happened
to be set up on shoes, sod an exoellent
picture of Dr. Bishop killing the ani-
mal was taken. This was his twenty-
eighth moose. A mil. of film was ex-
pose-I. making between 40,0) and 50.-
00J single pictures.
QUEER PARISIAN RESORT.
testaurant Where the "Arboreal"
Tendency of Ras le Cia.
tered Ta, ,
111.•••••••••••••
A shrewd but satuMatifie person
Once oir...2.alaed ,thal 14trwin had
omitted f ro tnbVesimene of Man" us
et the pre:. ;eel facts wh
pert Lis theery di an ''arboreal Lucas-
. r." lied teat nae the 4ehereat pro-
,oailty of manelal to enaib trees, says
the Ncw Tcrk Tr:hoeis.
Whether this proallettY shows SIP
smolt from aeon mailis ancestor wile
"'Lightly climbed his family tree, as*
on the tcp repovee" ass rely ItA.41
Darwiniacs and anteleareiniens to dm
side, but the fart that "ItobJcsoll."
sxtraorainary Pans reburb of dwell-
tags ane restaurants la trees, has wa-
isted for over half a ossitury,.and seal
nourishes, may be takes as proof that
the manta leer tree climbing endures.
"Robinson" was diessovered in the
rear Mee ty a man named Guest/aim.
It was then a wild and ustrequo$404
spot, seven miles south of Paris, ahd a
mile or two from the pretty little eel-
loges of SCSQUI sad Fontenay-sam-
Roses. A lase ran aioag the side of a
hill a little telow the summit, and wee
bordered by a huge elm and chestnut
tree-an odd oorner of the great forest
which on encircled Paris for many
He bought some land thereentirely toe
his own beetlit, and not for that of hie
tare guests, Railed beams to the largest
limbs of the Stateliest tree on his tiny
estate, some 30 feet above the ground,
and on these erected a summer house
eirsolted by a wooden stair, where he
could sit of an evening to smoke Me
pipe aria enjoy the lovely view of the
Seine valley.
Being hardly more than a couple os
hours' walk from the great University
of the &Whoopee it dunned that a stu-
dent who wan taking a walk one 1%/13.
day afternoon found out the spot, was
pleased with It, and came again. bring
tag some or his comrades. They In
turn told others, and in a few week,
Guesquin's aerial restaurant became
favorite resort of tile collegians.
Pulque Brandy.
Pulque brandy is described as a die
bolieal decoction from a species 01
cactus that if left on a desert Islam,
by itself would ratio a riot. Plante
irately for civilisation, this fiery po
tion has not become an article of coat
merce, but la distilled and drunk b)
low-grade Mexican half-breeds Mu
renegade whites of old Mexico, 'whe
can lay claim to a useful place it
nature only by exterminating eau
othen-Portland Oregonian
i n,, : 1 • •
.^fs I 11 I ..•••:`, •
1,1« • !n
• .4, \ • -a , , I
beaf nave eats 'entered no. es It
been decided to abolish this article
of diet." Cold Storage takes the place
of the beef barrel.
-ak
Touched Min.
'Did that magnetic healer do yes
avocir , '
"Yes, he did Mt good and plenty;
merely touched me, and made me give
vu live dollars. "-Houston Post.
A GHETTO STORY.
'BY MARY BIENENBTOCK.
We trudged our way through the
aarrow Ghat* streets on the afternoon
of a sultry day until we reached our Cite,
der, which was a dingy apartment in
a tenement house. We were very rest-
less and boisterous. but our Rabbi Jo,
imply did not check our noise as he gen-
erally did. His thoughts seemed too.fae
away. I looked at him closely, for his
preoccupied air always made me won.
der what his past life had been.
He was about GO years of age. Pore
arty must have been his constant cona
eanioe, because furrows of care were
an his broad wrinkled forehead. 11. us
eyes peered out of their sockets as if
they Implored pity, and were now and
then raised in prayer to the Heavenly
fathere-Oir-thervider. of 1i bun*
t.eo earlocks, according to oriental
fashion. • His board was long and
hoary. His shoulders were so bent ane
urvel the he seemed to have borne the
yoke and persecution of his race for cen-
turies. A large Hebrew book lay open
before hint, as if the very loaves spoke
to him and revealed the powers and
splendors of the Almighty. Although he
was poor, we boys always revered him
for his age and ancient learning.
Teen we seated ourselves upon a large
wooden bench, which creaked under us.
Moses, who sat next to me, pricked my
feet with a pin under the table. This
made me howl, and I vowed that when
We were dismissed I would repay him
with interest.
"Slut!" said rabbi, In his deep, govern-
tug voice, "If you promise to be good I
will tell you a story afterward."
This ensile us quiet soon enough, f07
we always delighted In the stories of
our past glories. Yet I must say that
perhaps we thought more of the corn
ing story than of our prayer. Then, in
the Hebrew sing-song, we began to re-
cite a psalm with real vigor. Our heade
shook, our feet swung, and, to complete
the noise, the bench creaked terribly
When we bad enished Rabbi Joseph
bean as fcelows:
"You enow it is scmctimes
to tell all that lies up m one's heart.'
Ile cleared his vele,: and Slrihere•J
courage.'
"1 had wealthy parents ant received
a good education. My youth passee
-ea...ay happily, for I knew no cares
Ween I was .?.? years -oil I reurr;ed
laeher, a good and beautiful mr.idee.
She was the doubter of Rabbi Ben
Era. As pure ei a lily was her son.
Ch. Father. keep it within thy cere!"
he Weed up ht'; hand.; and his
voice was fell of paeeion, a-hile two
tears ran down hie cheeks and lost
themeelves within the ringlets of he,
beard.
We bows put our arms upon one an-
other's that:14er, and seemed to neestle
closer to they ape alter.
"kit retie" ccreeltried. "was Imp
Ft.'1•77 t6 he the sioarCe os, ePulfort 1' r
the po a. 1 1.o. • f r tb C e- r a
•-.21 :•:,'t 4."4" tt ithe ;e••..J
;. 1 ?'.tl to to ehere all eay
'..Tel1:re:1 eenI, into the rteeee 1:e'er's
if w larra o.' -r rowt l ci:ies. At
Vilna I sueferre: the woe,: et rey peoelc
I rave myrelf up to teaching by day
and I studied Ty r!! ht. •
-one evening ware I vats at re'a
stueetis In my hiimiee ewelerg I felt
kniforted that the Ett:s. tans could noi,
at least, take my Esther tram me
si.h a tretecndoes crash, the
loom were sndeenly tbrewn teeen,
two drunken ofeleers entered. Th
ihrust my wife awae, and. nelzing me
ty the collar, they diagged me into the
reed, snowy streets. I heard the
ecreams and shrieks of Csther. Oh,
I can hear them yet. They echo dr;
az.d bellow within me he'll.
"I was placed upon a wagon, on
which I &mad many of ray miserabe
ereehren. We afterward found out that
he army wanted soldiers, and this is
:low It got them. After a few day,
,ouraey we arrived at a rilatee lehab
eed by pcal7.nta, r.cch rma was g.;
,o a peasant whet did with him 15 he
-aced.
"I had to wore from ea;- break until
light. and my toed wire coarse brown
ireue. i sleet in the stable among the
oel straw in the winter, end In the al:
:IC In the summer. if I did not please
My master I could be nogge,1 to death
Who cared? My note, would S4.:03 be
Awn Thus I passed settle time. tot
'his was a sort of preparatitn to elate)
artny.
"At last I succeeded in escaping, and
fled to this free country. Ott, yot,
rho are yet young, tale; pr de in Mit
4414--or1iiim. II she dJel not re.
nitre you to die for her, then live foe
her and make her glorious!"
The sun was already declining an..
silence reigned in the rem.
"And your wife, your wife!" we re-
minded hlm. For answer he handed us
a newsparer. This is what we read
"Esther, the daughter of Rabbi Ben
Era. died at \Ilan. All feel her loss,
for she was like a grandmother to the
whole community She had lived a life
of unseitiehineee and self-sacrifice. She
was an angel of the sick and the poor.
*ay her soul rest in peace."
"And there remains one thing for me
now„" said Rabbi Joseph. "I too, want
to rest in peace. If I could but tread
upon the land of my forefathers I
should be satisfied. eudah, Oh, Judah!
bow long are them to roam?"
Then his head sank lower and lower,
Ita If bowed down by grief and suffer
hug. The shadows of darienees crept
into the room and our rabbi seemed
unconscious of us. We quietly arose
and walked out ot the dark room, leav.
Ing our rabbi with head still bent.
I forgave Moses his prank's, and as
we walked along we sang the "Hattie
vah." When we reachert our ehognes
the street lamps were already, kindled
and a cool breeze WAS blowing --N. Y
•
The iloonennical Spirit.
Friend-Best, my dear, he's dissipated
and indolent and entirely unfit for •
husband.
Widow-But he's just about poor
Henry's build.
Friend-What has that to do with
tt?
Widow-Henry left such a quantity
of beautiful clothes.-thicago Sun.
Personal Maeber with Him.
"Galeirsaer seems violently opposed
to club+. Is it on personal or general
grounds?"
"Personal, I think. He stint his wife
at the golf slub, courted her at a coun-
try club, married her between club
meetiags; and now all the money he
pays her ter alimony goes to beep up
her club dues."-Judge.
Deeply Ingrained.
"What kind -of-mmer Wheel.
icks?" asked the sewoomer.
"Wheezicks?" sant the other. "He's
the contreriest, most selfish old wretch
that over lived. When one of his
teeth aches, there's tot another tooth
In his head that sympathizes with it."
-Chicago Tribune.
USUALLY.
She-I wonder what ailment the kiss.
tag germ cilitlxcl.
Het'-yaln,itation of the heart.--Chi-
sago tally NeWki.
Too Fast,
A daring your g men named Mardis
Fell oat of a bused balluoa;
He tell ca ets neek,
Exclaiming: "By Heck
I reckon 1 lanerd too soon."
-stilwaukce Sentinel.
Disapproved.
Mamma-Why don't you play with
Johnny Jones?
Tommy-Ile tboots craps for moors
Mamma-My dear child! And yo,
don't think that's nice; do you?
Tornrey-Neee he always wins epee
erything I gott-Cleveland Leader.
Too Ifueer ter Her.
I Algernon-e.cd what did your father
say when ;au to:o h.ia I had proposed,
dearest?
Gertrude-Oh, Algernon! Only a bar
gain counter ',heliograph would repeat




And as he continued to gaze at her.
It struck him that. he bad never beheld
a woman so beautiful. One thing telly
seemed lacking.
"I've simply nothing to wear," teee
said, with a languid sigh of regret.
No lime to Lose.
Millicent-lt doesn't seem quite reel
for those men to court that young widow
so soon after her husband's death.
Hortense-Ilia this Is an exceptional
ease. Everybody is saying that black is
unbecomieg to her.-ruck.
Appropriate. •
She-Mrs. Flushly says she's going
to have her winter hat trimmed with
stuffed squirrels.
He-Well. I always said she was in
elined to be nutty in her sky-piece.-•
Detroit Free Press.
. Compatibility.
"How is your son getting on with his
work?"
"Butifully," answered the father of
the gilded youth. "He never troubles
It, and it never seems to trouble him."-
Washington Star.
The Custom.
"Who was the man that was kick
Mg so about the crowded cars" asked
the conductor.
justgot 
off." said a paasenget
"without payee his fare."-Detroit
Free Press.
Everything Quiet.
Church-Everything is quiet over In
Philadelphia, I suppose.
Gotham-0h, yes; a man over there
ban just patented a noiseless baby ear-
rtage -Yonkers Statesman.
Horrors!
"Goodness, but you are tight!" said
the girdle to the corset.
"Well, you see I've been on a bust."
answered the Mays, with a merry
leugh.--Cleveland Leader.
Where There's a Will.
t "Old Seadds says he is dying tot
love of me."
"Better hurry and marry him, then,
tf you expect his dying to co you any
good."-Houston Post.
Education and Literature.
Mrs. Knicker-Jack writes for $50
quick to buy books.
Kniciker-Strikes me those college
books must be among the six best sell.
sra-N. Y. Sun.
One Cloqd Feint.
"Was h4s-flYing I`Ackit. suOrPlier William the Conqueror? North Fifth, Both Mentes Jas.-oft. pet: it fe:In't• tt't work before It Mrs. Newblood -No, but our belf
got tax eieueete eerte'
The Rucluipeness.
nitor (to farmer's boy in the Said)
...Digging potatoes, eh?
Farmer's Boy-Yep.
Visitor-And what do you get for
digging potatoes?
Farmer's Boy-Nae thine but I git
tomethin. far not diggin"em.
Visitor-Indeed.? \\, hat would you
get for pot digging them?
ge.
Would Have Pea It Out of Business.
Bacon-I saw a man to-day with a
band-organ in a waman drawn ,by
mule, and he said be had been gbing




"That the mule didn't kick at the
music."-Yenkers Statesman.
She'd limp It.•
olin you keep house?" he
asked, doubtfully; for he was, above
lall things, a practical man.
"If you get a house and put it in my
Dame," she replied premptly, "1'1 I keep
It s.11 right enough."
Matters being thus satisfactorily set-
(led, their engagement was announced.
-Judge.
Another to Hold Rem for Awhile.
"You seem to be thoughtful," said
Mrs. Henpeck.
"I am," replied Henry. "I was just
thinking that it would be a wonderful
thing if we could know as much as
'we make people think we know."
"Pouf! It wouldn't be very wonder-
ful in your case."--Chicago Record'
Herald.
Self-Defense.
Saleslady-I am resigning my posi-
tion. I'm going to marry Mr. Kashcol-
lar, of the necktie counter.
Manager-Why not keep on working.
anyhow?
Saleslady-Gee! You don't know
Bobby. If I don't quit my job, he wile-
Cleveland Leader.
Papa's Vfeweoint.
Her Father-What are your pros-
pects, sir?
The Fiel'or (modestly)-I am fifth
vice president, of the Brazen Aseuranee
Society.
Her nether-Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
youl-Puck.
The Flat and the Tenement Defined.
Lady-What is thci real difference
between an apartment, a eat Mal a ten.
emeet heese?
Janitor-In an apsrtrnent the ladles
don't have no chtldrc:1; in a eat Me)
has one or :,:ore than two m kes
nee* house a tenene nt, mum.-Judge.
Extra.





"SO many unnecessary feet, you
knoe."--Cievelsnd L-ader.
A Calldown.
"Snoobs saes he would never wear
ready-made clothes."
"Possibly. But be spends ready-
made dollars. If his father hadn't left
left them to him he wouldn't have
enough to buy a second-band sult."-
Detroit Free Press.
Troubles of the Rich.
Piggies-Why does that millionaire
boast of his ancestry?
Waggles-Because he can't very well
boast of his posterity, when his daugh.
ter el )ped with the coachman and big
two sons are taking the gold cure.-
Puck.
An Indorser:flint.
"Do you regard the political future
of this country as secure?"
"Yes," answered Senator toorghum
"I have thought the matter over and I
still consider politics an entirely sate
investment."-Washington Post.
THE TYRAXICAL LANDLADY.
Mr. Spider-What, Moth moving
again? I thought you were settled for
the winter in the Chiffonier flats,
Mr. Moth-I thought so, too, but just
as I was getting snugly comfortable the
landlady balled me out -Kansas City
Star.
A Redaction.
"The ocean looks like sea and copper."
One often hears this on the beach;
The simile Is apt and proper-
T here's water-lots ot it-4n each.
-Life.
Thought She Had a "Mash."
Patience-It's scandalous!
Patrice-What Is scandalous?
"Why, my sister Was out playing gc;lf,
yesterday, and she said she had *mashie
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LAWYER.S
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Both Phones 355
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Or. Cliikiress
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Office over Globe narbk and True
Co., 306 troactwey..„,
C. MANNINO SEARS, M. B.
Office 1707 Meycis St. •
TsieVeona 377.
eteeeetuAlle
DR. W. C. SUDAMKt
(Homeopathist ) •
Office 306 Broadway-Phone 120 ,





Old Phone 498 R.d; New Phone
PADUCAH. K faD CST.
Pictures, Dtplomas. Criiflcmt
Wafts and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Callnders
Framed right un to date in five mime-
ems time at she e
• •5 -- e , • e.
Not Treasure Trove.
KnIcker-It's a pretty honest world.
Booker-Yea, indeed, the man who
finds fault goes to a let of trouble to
return it to the owner.-N. Y. Sun,
Lineage.
Mrs. Oldblood-Fo you go back to




Dr. B,. 1 .tiali
. . .
Office with Dr. Ri%ers & P;refe, TAI
'leakiest* teat Clay, OM Rio.* ISOM
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When you are sick, when you sc.!
your chances to get well for a few
cents? Certainly not. A little dif-
ference in the quality of drugs used
in filling your prescriptimrs, some-
times makes a big difference in the
results expected by the doctors.
We are in the drug business by
choice, and because we like it. Dist
you ever notice that those who like
their work are usually the beat work-
men? This applies to all lines of bus-
iness or profession. Our policy is to
-give the best posible quality at a reas-
onable price, and to give o* patrons
-just a little more than th•ey expsct in
good service and highest quality.





WANTED—Bilious people to take
-Soules' Liver Capsules 25c. R. W.
WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad-
Amy.
FOR RENT—Eight-room rssi-
-ttnce in West End. All modern
conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
Bois.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ewes of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
tate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE—Three to-foot counters
and show cases, and one 3 foot coun-
ter and show case, at J. D. Sowers
jewelry store, 228 Broadway. Cheap.
FOR RENT—Seven room resi-
dence, No. 42x North Seventh street.
All modern conveniences. Apply to
• Reuben Rowland, No. 2, Trueheart
building.
FOR SALE—Household goods.
Apply at once 408 Washington street.
FOR RENT—Tito Store 1.1ouse
carnor Sixteenth and Tennessee
streets. Good dwelling up stairs, will
make good grocery or drug stand.
Apply or write to Jake iliederinitn
ciirocery Co.
Sultan Abdul Marnid IL Ill.
Constantionople, Aug. zo.—The re•
cent reports that the Sultan Abdul
liamid II., is ilt are confirmed by
private advices. 1
Niece —1)h. heavi.:tio,„ that man on
the high ladder—if he should fall!
. Atmt—Don't worry yourself, he




(They Cost Five Cents.)
and
+ + + + + + + + +
PERSONAL NOTES.
+ + + + + + +
H. L. Groyai., ultoit wa, in Pa-
ducah Friday.
Mrs. Louis Beutel and children
hove returned from a two weeks'
visit with relatives in Louisville.
-Mrs. Clarence Blocks, of Kuttawa,
was the guest of friends in the city
Friday.
L. G. Gray, of La Center, is in the
city for a few days.
tsfiss Emma Bente' of Louisville
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Beate! of
South Fourth street.
Miss Mollie Jones, of Kuttawa, is
visiting in the city.
Will Stroup, of Cuba, was in Padu-
cah Friday on business.
Attorney Warren, of Mayfield, was
here yesterday on legal business.
Mr. Ed Sills and sister, Miss Ruby.
of illJayfield, were in the city Friday
shopping.
Mrs. C. H. Sherrill of Fountain
avenue. left Friday for Bon Ayua
Springs, Tenn., for a few weeks so-
journ.
Miss WI ie Slattery, of Madison,
Ind. arrived yesterday to visit Miss
Genevie Miller for a few days.
Mrs. Oura Ross has returned from
,a visit to relatives at Fancy Farm.
I Will Moore, of Mayfield, was in thc
city yesterday on business.
Miss Lilley Losier and sister of
Jackson, Tenn., arrived at noon yes-
terday to visit their grand parents Mr.
;old Mrs. K. C. Rose, of south Third
street.
Col. Bud Dale, of the New Rich•
mond will go to Hinklevillc tomor-
row on a short visit.
Mr. and Mrs. John Davis, of May-
field, were registered at The Palmer
I louse yesterday.
Messrs. Robt. I.eeper and Boyd
Lynn, of Unionville, Ill., were at the
New Rlichmond Briday.
Mrs. H. C. Overbey and daughter,
:eft yesterday for a soiourn to Bon
Aqua Springs, Tenn.
Mrs. W. F. Paxton and Miss Stidie
Paxton- left Friday for Petoskey.
Mich., for a few days visit.
Miss iisaltie Husband has returned
from Kenosha, Wis., where she has
been for her health.
Mrs. Frank Boyd left Friday for
Bon Aqua Stings. Tenn.. to visit.
S. M. Dood will leave tonight for
a few days visit to his former home
in Lexington; Va.
Mr. Logan Boulware and family
and Mr. Philliff Boulware left yester-
day for Hopkinsville to attend the
bet:Wide of their sister, Mrs. Cox
who is very ill.
C. W. Colic general agent for the
Security Mutual Life Insurance com-
pany arrived last night from Louis-
ville to spend a few days. Mr.
Collie's many friends here will be
glad to see Him.
Mrs. J. E. Baker, of this city. is
siting friends in F-ddyville.
J. E. Edwards, of Water Valley.
was in the city yesterday.
G. T. Pitman, of Mayfield. was in
Paducah Friday on business.
Rub on •
SHOO-SKEETER









Out of Paducah Are Given a Vaca-
tion of Fifteen Days.
-recent- order from Waxtrington
lx rural mail carriers working out of
Paducah ac given 15 days vaeation
v.ith full pay.
This was done because of he hard
1st-irk the boys have to do on there
mutes. and the boys appreciate the
lay off they are to get. So far none
or the lotal carrier have gotten off. •
KNEE CUT.
While at Work at the Racket Store
Yesterday Morning.
1,V1iile at work at the Racket Store
Friday morning Albert White, a
carpentef, of 1115 north Twelfth
street. let the axe slip he was using
and cut himself on his right knee. Dr.
Jeff D. Robertson .was sommoned to
Ores.; the wound and Mr. White was
then taken home. He was resting
very well last night.
Fisherman (hegioner)—Don't you
think, Peter, I've improved a good
*al since I began?
Peter (anxious to
mentl—Yon have sorr. Pitt Lime it
175 was Rig,' for you to Imprcive, sort!—















M. Carmel, o.8; stationary.
Nashville, 9-4; falling.
Pittsburg, 8.0; rising.
Davis Island Dam, 9.2; rising.
St. LoLuis, 104; rising.
?Att. Vernon—Missing.
Paducah, 8.5; falling.
The City of Saltillo passes up the
Tennessee river at 6 o'clock this
(morning.
The Kentnelay arrived out Ten-
nessee river at 6 o'clock yesteraas
morning from Waterloo, Ala., and
will leave again this evening for the
same port.
The City of Savannah will leave St.
Louis this evening for the Tennes-
see river.
The Buttroff leaves Nashville at
5 o'clock this evening and is dire to
arrive here Sunday night.
The Natches was let off the ways
Friday and now lies below the wharf-
boat.
The Joe Fowler was late getting
away yesterday.
The Gate City and Lyda were in-
spected yesterday by Government
Inspectors Green and Dorsey.
STRUCK BY STREET CAR.
Mrs. Chas. E. Graham and Wife Have
a Narrow Escape From Injury.
r77 :
Mr. Charles E. Graham, the ,to..
bacco buyer and his wife had a dass
row escape from being seriously in-
jury At noon yesterday by a street
car striking the buggy occupied by
them on their way home.
The accident occured on Broadway
just beyond, Eleventh street. As their
horse approached an incomsng ear,
it shied at a pile of bricks and before
the motorman could stop the car it
struck the buggy and tore off a hind
wheel and knocked the _horse doww.
Mr. Graham and his wife jumped out
and succeeded in keeping the horse.
which is a three-year-old, from run-
ning away and doing more damage.
THE HAPPY DAT&
Have Come to the Members oi the
Paducah Fire Department
Vacation days have begun with the
Paducah fire department men as they
are taking their rests during this
month.
Capt. John Slaughter, of station No.
3 will return from Ripley, Team
where he has been spending a kis-
days visiting friends.
Dan J Bailey of engine house No
t left yesterday to spend a few days
in Louisville.
Several extra mem have been., pat
on to fill out the places of the men
as they get off to enjoy themse'ves
for a few days.
HAD AN ARM BROKEN
Little Mary Morris Sustans Painful
III-1Bri_Thutado _Evening.
Thursday evening while Miss Mary.
Morris, the ten year old daughter of
W. F. Morris, of 833 Madison street,
was out riding in company with Miss
Tillie Bauer, the little ,laughter of
J. A. Batter, of this city. 'she received
a had fracture of her right arm as
a result of a fall off of her pony,
which got scared of a dog barking,
The young ladies were both riding
the pony and as they neared Eighth
and Madison streets the dog came
running out into the street barking
and jumping against the pony, hit it
on the hind leg, causing it to throw
them off into a gutter. Miss Morris
struck her arm against the curbing
and sustained the injudy mentioned
but Miss Bauer was only slightly
bruised.
MORE FINISHING TOUCHES.
Given An Improvement Ordinance by
the Aldermen Board.
The Aldermanic board held an ad-
journed session last night at the city
hal'. The purpose was to pass to a
second reading the ordinance intro-
duced the evening before for the im-
provement of Washington street from
Third to Second, by paying with
brick and curbing with granitoid, etc.,
and for plaeing storm water sewers
from Third to the ' river. Though
thtre were only five members present,
Messrs. Palmer, Hubbard and Cham-
blin being absent the bill was given
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offoriati a 20 year Gold Filled Cass, light Movement, forA Seth Illsoinne $12.00 Mantel Clock for 
Plefreee tess Knives and Forks, a set,  1345Oessetine Ingons' Teaspoons, a set, 
. 75genuine Illogars' cablespoo•na, a set 
Our .are Noe of Cut Glass at 30 per cent off of regular price.*yr Hand !Mooed China, fine as any line in the city, at so per cent. •jrooster prim—you must ass this line to esdisate foffy the huratoes wears se *ring.
A specW1 relluctioe on every article in our store for ro .days only—stria* for mob—
repaira must give 'sou satis faction.
Myee•tested tree.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
315 INISAIDWAT„ OUT HMI OLIO STAND.
J. A. ININMP2REA, JE/W ZLER AND OPT)CIAN,
21 Vows Msporienes.
scribe For The Register
its second passage and the body ad -
jammed until tonight when it will
ieceive Vs final reading.
The apparent haste in the adoption Abram L. Weil &Coo this act is not haste at all. The'
bill has been before the council and
aldermen for severa' weeks, but some-
how has hung fire until now it must Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler.-be passed that the work cut out for
improvement on other streets can be
properly done. Some delay was oc-
casioned by an effort of the property
owners on the street between Second
and First to have that street also im-
proved by bricking from property
line to property line, but this being immommons 
contrary to law it was decided to not
improve that part of the street at all
for the present except as to storm
sewers, and these the property
owners agreed to pay for as a whole.
The contract for the work and also
for many other jobs is to be let on • sow
the 29th instant.
Budweiser, king of bottled beer, in
fondly size cases of two dose*
bottles to the case delivered to any
part of the city on short notice. An-
hamper-Bosch Brewing association
branch. Both_ phones iii. J. IL
Steffi-n, manager. •
Leaves for Missouri
Mr. Geo. Pettef, who was once a
resident of Paducah. but who has
been living in Cairo for a number of
years employed in the jewelry store
of John A. Miler, has resigned his
position to take effect the first of
September. Mr. Petter vAll move
With his family to Hannibal, Mo.,
where he will locate In the future. It
is not known yet what business he
will enter in that city.
"tit Pont-Avon, in Brittany." said
a New Yoric painter, "I met Morti-
mer Menpes. who is chiefly famous
for his frienchiship with Whistler. The
hotel at Pot-Avon is a museum of
superbly carved antique Breton
chest*. armoires and closet beds and
a gallery of superb paintings that
were presented to the proprietress
by Alexander Harrison, Penfold
Pauline Palmer and other noted art-
ists. In the salon of the hotel I beard
hfenpes talk one day of Whistler.
"'Whistler,' Menpes said, 'was not
a conceited -man. --He s a joker.
As jokes, not as serious speeches
rnexot of his remarks were to be
taken. Thus a ladtv said one clay to
Whistler: 'Do you think, Mr. Whist-
ler, that genius is hereditary?'
"'I can't tell yon. madam." Whist-








OPPICI MOWN **ea EMINDRINCtS PHONE p3,
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Howse Power Motor.
a 5 i•Danee Pewee. Motor.
a 514 Norse Power Motor.
a Horse Plower Motor.
a se Mom Pewee Motet.




I - I 23 North Fourth Um& 1
S.. P. POOL, L 0. STEPIZISMI
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110., 203. 2058. Third11111111111111SES 
TRADEWABUTY ER COAL
Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.
LUMP 12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTS
Let us call and book your order for next winter.
West Kentucky Coal C--
Office Second and Ohio. o t Telephones 254.
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